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Deer Isle’s youthful musicians—17 Thirty Rockland High School
The Memorial Day committee of boys and 15 girls—composing the
students vls'ted the world's largest
Anderson Camp, Sons of Union Vet High School Band of th at town ar
department store. R. H. Macy and
erans of the Civil War, extends an rived home In trium ph Sunday
Company,
Friday ln the course of
Invitation to the following patriotic from Worcester. Mass., where they
their
three-day
visit to New York
organizations to participate ln Me won top honors in the 'New England
Music Festival over 60 other bands. and the World’s Fair. Under the
morial Day exercises, and to attend
Conducted by Anton Mainente. supervision of 'Principal Joseph
memorial church services at the of Lewiston, Fellow of the French
*, *-**>I|
E. Blalsdell, the group visited the
First Baptist Church Sunday, May Academy of Paris and an accom store's,hospltality center where they
•••
He only confers favors who
♦ remembers them no more - War
1
28. All affiliated bodies of the plished composer, th e band was signed the guest register and then
•w Cry, t
'
G.AjR, Ralph Ulmer Camp, Spanish originally a grade CC unit. So fine were escorted on a special “backWar Veterans, and Auxiliary, Wins- was its quality a t this festival, how- stage tour" of Macy's. The tour.
ever, that one of the judges, before (a complete exposition of the behind
loy-Holbrook Post, American Legion;
whom it had Its audition ln Com- (the scenes activities of the great
Auxiliary, and Sons of World Waj- merce High School auditorium, ( institution, covers the 20 story
Veterans; Huntley-Hill Post, Vet pronounced it suited for Grade A j building from its delivery fleet head
T w o R ockland B oys W ho
erans of Foreign Wars, and Auxili competition and it received a cer
quarters ln the sub-basement to Its
ary, National Guard, Rockland Ptre tificate of Jhls rating. The band
H ave M ade G ood A t
"Ansel"
i
elaborate hospital on th e top floor
Department, Boy and Girl Scouts, was founded and is now managed
Included in the tour was a visit to
W heaton C ollege
With 26 years to his credit In the school children, and Police D epart
by Carl Pickering of Deer Isle.
Macy’s famed Bureau of Standards
ment.
Aside from the certificate awards where thousands of laboratory and
Charles H. Ellis of 198 Rankin carrier service Ansel 8. Saunders
Albert W. Thomas, Chairman. there are no trophies, no cups, nor actual wear tests are made on Macy
street is among the 203 seniors mak may be claimed among Uncle Sam ’s
other championship honors at this merchandise annually.
veteran toters of the mail bag. He
ing application for a degree at
'celebrated festival. The individuals
There are a large number of
Is at present covering Route No. 4,
Wheaton College. Illinois largest lib
I and group are merely classed by Maine folks among the 12,000 Macy
the patrons of which are able to
eral arts college, which will hold
i judges who present their rating employes and the store pays tribute
set their watches by him. so regu Pleasant V a lle y G range H as
commencement exercises June 12.
I sheets to the supervisors. Neither to Maine and the other States of
Ellis, who Is a candidate for the lar are his comings and goings.
' are there any public announce the Union by displaying the shields
Fine
Entertainm
ent
In
Saunders was born in Rockland
degree of bachelor of arts, has taken
ments of winners.
of the 48 States on the pillers of
Store T om orrow
an active part in campus acUvlties April 16. 1894 and waa educated in
The Deer Isle band received a re the street floor. P a rt of the stores
He has been a member of the Excel the city's public schools. In the
Pleasant Valley Orange will pre markable A rating in all of the special World's Pair Welcome Cam
sior Literary Society for the past summer of 1912, after leaving High sent a musical entertainment called qualitative divisions of music: tone. paign includes distribution of free
four years He was a member of School he worked for Thorndike A "Red Check Revue" Wednesday Intonation, Interpretation, tech- broadcast tickets to its program
the basketball team and of the base- H x . and in the winter he w as em  night at 8 o'clock. Many favorite nlque. and general effect. At its au- “Consumer Quiz Club of the Air"
ball team of which he served as cap ployed by the Rockland, T hom as entertainers will make their ap  dition Friday morning, it played which is head over WOR from 12.45
Beethoven's famous "Egmont Over
tain ln his junior year. He was ton A Camden Street Railway.
But that wa< the end of riding pearance ln excellent numbers. The ture " and, as a required number. to 1 p. m. dally. Monday through
president of the Student Council In
Friday Rockland residents plan
scene Is the Interior of the “Red
T he Festival Overture" written by ning a World’s Fair visit may se
his senior year He was a member for him, because he joined the car Check Cafe.”
rier service in May, 1913, and has
Robert W Gibb, of Dedham, Mass. cure these broadcast tickets by ap
cf the "W" Club and of the History
P a r t One
been "hoofing It” ever since.
There were seven bands from plication at the store's Visitors’ Bu
Club, and served his class as treas
Will You Remember, Josephine
"1 brought Ute parcel post up
Maine among the record number reau on the street floor. Other
urer in his sophomore year.
from a baby,” laughs Ansel.
In Buckminster.
whose total membership was over services available at the Bureau In
Richard Snow of to Mechanic
I'm a HUI Billy Oal. Elizabeth
those early d ays parrel post in
5000 boys and girls. This number clude Information on New York and
street. Is among the 200 seniors mak
Kr-.-kland waa a one-m an affair, hi Passon
was not confined alone to bands, the Fair, a travel service to arrange
ing application for a degree at
Just a Little Street. Vallle Mc
rather striking contrast to the
there being orchestras, choral anything from a bus tour of the
Wheaton College.
Laughlin.
present, when a speedy truck su p 
groups, soloists and ensembles.
Snow, who ia a candidate for the
city to a globe circling Journey, tic
Auntie Skinner's Chicken Dinner.
plements foot power,
The festival parade Saturday aft ket sales headquarters for every
degree of bachelor cf science, has
*T guess I haven't any hobby.” "Three Little Pickaninnies."
ernoon. attracted thousands as the event from opera to boxing, per
taken an active part ln campus ac
Just a G irl that Men Forget. Le
Ansel told The Courier-Gazette
three
divisions
of
musicians sonal shopping guides and special
tivities. He has been a member of
ona Hickman.
marched from Lincoln Square to Introductions to 400 of the city's
the Excelsior Literary Society all reporter.
Dance Specialty, Thompson Sis
And then it developed th a t he
tlje athletic field. The Deer Isle most famous restaurants.
four years. He held the office of
has a t least three. One is his back ters.
unit marched ln the second divi
chief director In the Camera Club,
"Musical Selections. Orchestra.
yard garden in wh'xh he spends
sion.
and was a member of the Radio
P art Two
quite a bit o f time; another
Club, the Gun Club and the Rifle
Just an Old Fashioned Garden,
is moving pictures of which h e is
Team.
very fond; and then baseball and soloist, Robert H. Rackliffe. with
S la te Departm ent W ill M ake
Wheaton Is a college of liberal
W illin g W ilm a
swimming are tied for third honors. chorus and Beverly Cogan in Polka
arte and sciences, with courses lead
S ix Exhibits A t Cam p
Quiet mannered ta Ansel, but Dance.
ing to baccalaureate degrees ln arts,
Among
My
8ouvenlrs,
Ray
Ander
there is a twinkle In his eye that
K eyes June 2-4
science, philosophy, theology and
sen.
bespeaks a Jake close at band.
music, and to a marter'a degree fo.*
Street Singers. Griffin and Crock
Exhibits by six state departments
Christian workers. Maintaining r.
ett.
will feature the fifth annual Boy
clear and uncompromising Christian
Orange Blossom Toe, Cynthia
Scout Camporee to be attended by
testimony and sound and aggressive
Brown
3000 Scouts of Pine Tree Council
scholarship, Wheaton Is on the ap
Trail to Home Sweet Home, My
a t Camp Keyes June 2-4. Camporee
proved list of the Association of Everything Is ln readiness for the ron Young.
Commissioner Harold L. Oerrlsh
American Universities. Is a member opening of Lakewood Theatre's 39th
announced.
Old Pair of Shoes. Beverly Cogan.
of the North Central Association and consecutive season Saturday, which
Solo. Joe Pletroskl.
T he Maine Camporee is the larg
is rated Class A by the University cf as is customary has been designated
Musical Selections.
est three day assembly of Boy
Illinois. With a student body of Governors Night It is expected
Part Three
Scouts ln the country, according to
1200 from all parts of the nation and that Gov. Barrows and party will
Indian Love Call. Josephine
Mr. Oerrlsh who is in charge of ar
from 14 foreign countries, Wheaton b?5n attendance
rangements for this event which
Buckminster.
'Susan and God" the Rachel
is in a peculiar sense a nation-wide
Indian Acrobatic Dance. Barbara |
will bring together all Maine Bcouts
Crothers comedy With which the Newbert.
educational Institution.
west of Pittsfield.
players make their 1939 debut, will
Oirl of My Dreams, Myron Young.
The state departments co-operat
Introduce flve new players to LakeRead T h e C o u rier-O a ze tte
Cowboy Songs, Orlffln and Crock
ing ln staging educational exhibits
wood audiences, will bring back ett.
are: Inland Fisheries and Qame;
several who have played one or two
Sea & Shore Fisheries; Agriculture,
School Days. Beverly Cogan.
seasons and three who can be count
Forestry, the Safety Division and
Solo. Joe Pietroski.
ed as genuine favorites of several
Bureau of Identification of the
Roll on Texas Moon, Leona Hick
years standing.
man
With "Buck Rogers" back on the S tate Police. State Geologist Free
Newcomers will be Elizabeth Love,
Dancing "The Larrtet" Thomp air has come his lovely partner man F Burr is also arranging a
Wilma, who Is portrayed by Adele special exhibit of Maine minerals.
Gertrude Miller. Joseph Macaulay. son Sisters.
•
Ronson, one of radio's outstanding
Hume Cronyn and pavtd Byrne.
Through the courtesy of Commis
You Must Have been a Beautiful actresses. You can hear the willing
Macaulay will play character roles Baby by "M artha" and her "Ola- Wilma by tuning in the "Buck sioner George J. Stoble, the com
and Cronyn and (Byrne will play Ju
Rogers' programs heard locally plete museum collection of the Fish
mor Girls."
three days a week.
venile parts. Mlsa Love will play
and Game Department a t the State
Finale "On Parade,” Jackie Pas
the principle Injtnue roles and Miss son and entire ensemble.
Frank O. Manchester, seaman on House will be available for InspecMiller and Virginia Dunning will
Dancing will follow the show, and the buoy setter Ilex, suffered a bad tion by the boys during the Cam
take similar parts.
an evening of fine entertainment is fall on that c ra ft yesterday and poree. The other departmental ex
promised The play Is presented by was first thought to have broken hibits will be at Camp Keyes.
Fishing gear Including lobster
the lecturer, Mrs. Elizabeth Passon; his back He was taken to Knox
costumes by Mrs. Evelyn B artlett; Hospital. Manchester spent an un traps and scallop drags will be dis
advertising
Ray Andersen; elec comfortable night, but is not on the played by a Sea and Shore Fisheries
warden assigned by Commissioner
trician
and
stage
properties. Fred danger list.
Pure. Wholesome, Delicious,
Arthur R Oreenleaf to answer
Bartlett. Richard Winslow; ward
S P E C IA L S
ade Fresh Daily in eur Immacyouthful questions on the fishing
robe,
Hazel
Bartlett,
Evelyn
B
art
Tuesday, Wednesday
ate Modern Factory on Tillson
Industry.
lett. Florence Young; stage director.
HOT CHICKEN DINNERS
An exhibit of Maine products Is
Elizabeth Passon; pianist, Evelyn
re. This is ycur invitation to
HOT CHICKEN SANDWICHES
being
arranged under the direction
PeaAee
The
chorus
consists
of
For
a
Limited
Time
Only
FRIED SCALLOPS
me dou n and see us make this
of Commissioner Frank P. WashMANY OTHER SPECIALS
Evelyn Bartlett. Connie Ross, Vallle
ram at 23 TILLSON AVF.NUE,
Chicken, Lobsters. Freeh Daily
bum of the Department of Agricul
MacLaughlin, Alice Barton, Jose
FRO-JOY ICE CREAM BAR
9CKLAND, ME.
ture and Commissioner Waldo N
phine
Buckminster,
Ruth
Mac468 Main SC,
At T he Brook
Seavey of the Forestry Department
Laughlin Leona Hickman.
Men's
has promised his co-operation ln
chorus of “Glamor Girls." Martha,
providing a special display featur
Ray Andersen; chorus, Lee Morse.
ing forest fire prevention and tree
Ed Tolman, Myron Young and Paul
A clean sm ooth sheet, for busi
conservation.
Barton,
ness—for school—for typewriter.
The costumes are beautiful and,
Fingerprinting and ballistics will
be demonstrated to the Scouts by
to miss the glamor girls chorus
Lieutenant Leon P. Shepard, head
would be just too bad.
for 5 0 0 s h e e t package
of the Bureau of Identification
•Hie semi-monthly meeting of t h e (
while Bergeant Francis J. McCabe,
We Do Not Break Packages
optometrists of the Rockland Zone
Director of the Highway Safety Di
Mall Orders Filled—15c Extra
of the Maine Association of Optom- [
vision, Maine State Police will dem
etrtets will be held in Dr. Bradford j
onstrate scientific safety methods.
Burgess’ offices Thursday night at
The scheduled program for the
ROCKLAND, MAINE
! 7 30 p. m. Dr. Burgess will have
Camporee is similar to that of previ
ous years, the boys arriving ln Au
charge.
gusta Friday afternoon. Saturday
Under Management of
will be the principal day of activity
ARTHUR E. (NATE) SAUNDERS
with a swapping period and InterPLEASANT VALLEY G R A N G E
troop competition climaxed by a
TALBOT AVENUE, ROCKLAND, ME.
SPECIALIZING IN
grand parade to be reviewed by
Presents
Gov. Lewis O. Barrows.
Protestant Scouts will participate
in a special service by the First
Radio Church of America at the
W E D N E S D A Y , M A Y 24— 8 .0 0 P . M .
Camp while Catholic troops will
A D U L T S 25c; C H IL D R E N 15c.
D A N C IN G A F T E R SHO W

Apply For Degrees

Red Check Revue

Boy Scout Camporee

Lakewood Theatre

E .& M .
ICECREAM

V E SPE R ’S
LUNCHEONETTE
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500 Sheets S ^ x ll
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Only 37c
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[ E D IT O R IA L ]
GOOD MATERIAL LINING UP

D eer Isle’s H igh S ch o o l Band R ockland School G roup Sees
Carried O ff th e Honors
Sights In Largest D epart

5

We have today one more candidate who Is seeking the
Republican nomination for governor, with an even prospect
that Franz U. Burkett of Portland may run the tally up to six.
The latest entrant Is Sumner Sewall of Bath, who made a fine
record as president of the Senate and did much toward bring
ing order out of the chaos which once confronted the legisla
tive bodies at Afigusta.
The Courier-Gazette makes it a point not to seek to
Influence primary results, but It cannot refrain from saying
that Mr Sewall's appearance ln the fields adds to the high
standard of the entrants seeking this honor. Mr. Sewall's
political views, and a brief biography of the candidate appear
elsewhere In this Issue. The biography reveals a man who
has the proper background, and a man who distinguished
himself ln behalf of his country as a World W ar ace. If any
thing were to be added to his claims it would naturally be
the fact that Sagadahoc County has not had a Governor for
many years, though in the center of activities, particularly on
the coast. President Bewail will have a large following, and
will even have the well wishes of hundreds who were already
committed to the candidates earlier In the Aeld.

IN FOREIGN LOTTERIES

It appears that more than half of the winning tickets
ln the Epsom Downs derby, tomorrow, are held in this country,
and th at nine persons will collect <140.400 apiece. Lucky,
indeed, but the story does not take Into account the hundreds
of thousands of dollars which were spent ln vain or the hun
dreds of thousands of dollars which are annually sent out of the
country on bogus lotteries. Legislature frowned upon a State
lottery here In Maine on the ground of “corrupting influences,"
but the advocates of such an institution thrust back with
the charge that money spent in foreign lotteries went out of
circulation here in Maine, and that a State lottery would at
least be conducted in an honorable manner. As to "corrupt
ing Influences" they ask for Information concerning the PariMutuel and the legalized saloon.

S K IM M IN G T H E C R E A M

The Division of Maritime Promotion and Information con
nected with the U. 6. Maritime Commission was responsible
for a bit of effective publicity the other day when It issued a
poster showing 11 ocean liners lying side by side. All but one
sailed from New York the same day, and none was American.
There also sailed from New York that day three other steam
ships "Ten of the 13 were on special cruises to skim the cream
off the American winter cruise trade. They skimmed about
>1.500.000 cash and about 5000 passengers, most of whom were
Americans." Ten years hence with the U S. Maritime Com
mission continuing its good »w k, the Division of Promotion
and Information will be able to write a different story. Maybe
the United States will have been able to come back Into Its
own.

“The Black Cat”

Ginger and Sweet the Bangor
News Columnist speculates as to
what has become of Rev. Frank W.
Sandford, one time leader of the
Holy Ghost and Us Society who
vanished utterly after his release
from the Federal Prison ln At
lanta. The Bangor writer has
even heard It claimed th a t S a n 
ford is even now a t Shiloh, but
th a t nobody has been able to con
firm this fact.
Sorry that I cannot shed any
light on the subject. I was ln oc
casional correspondence with Mr.
Sandford while he was at Atlanta,
and It Is barely possible th a t I was
the only person outside of the
strange sect who did hear from
him, a t that time, but from the
time he left the prison I have never
received word from him. and noth
ing but hearsay as to whether he
Is still living Whatever faults may
have been bis they did not crop to
the surface ln our relationship. To
me he was always the kind and
courteous gentleman and his wife
was always the gracious lady.
I have had quite a few queries
concerning the Identity of Hamlin
block to which reference was made
a few issues ago. My Informant Is
authority for the statem ent that
the block <now a tenement) stands
between North and Laurel streets.
Southend folks will doubtless recog
nize It.

Mrs. Olive Keizer^ of Thomaston,
having read ln The Black Cat
column concerning the tomato
grown on a potted plant In Durham,
wishes It known that she .too has
raised a tomato this year on a pot
ted plant. The fruit, which to 2H
Inches in diameter, and beautifully
ripe, was grown on a plant that
came up last fall ln a pot with a
house plant. The growth Itself to
about three feet high. Being raised
A grave which may have been their own surroundings. Dr. Shields in Thomaston, of course she feels
made 1000 years ago. and which decided to leave the skeletons where confident that this tomato is not
found another victim Sunday night thev lay, until the following morn destined to become a part of any
when Gust Carlson fedl dead ln the ing
clam chowder.
pit while excavating for the three
When yesterday morning came It
The election of Axel E. B run berg
skeletons which It contained, w a s' was discovered that vandals had
as
president of the Baptist Men's
the Aibject yesterday of a careful not waited for an examination And
investigation by Medical Examiner a quick investigation resulted ln League was a source of much satis
H. J. Weisman of Rockland. Dr ' the finding of one skeleton In a faction to the members of th a t or
Victor H. Shields. Town Clerk Leslie j Vlnalhaven home, and a bag con ganization, not a few of whom re
B. Dyer and H. A. Townsend, chair taining the bones of two other skel call the marked success of the
Young Men s Christian Association,
man of the Board of Selectmen
etons in another home. The grim
An examination of Carlson’s body relics were promptly surrendered while he was Its secretary. I t was
showed that death was due to heart and Medical Examiner Weisman not until the Association was put on
disease. Nobody could recall th at joined yesterday ln a more complete a high hat basis, and over-systema
the man had ever complained about Investigation. One of the skeletons tized that its downfall began and
his physical condition and his sud was that of an adult male, com Rockland lost a decidedly worth
den demise waa entirely unexpected plete except for a few bones. The | while Institution. Mr. Brunberg.
Cartoon, 61. waa employed as a pav bones were those of an exception who had been indulging ln a quiet
ing cutter. He was unmarried, and ally large and tall man. and Dr little plot to make another man
the only near surviving relative Is Weisman believes that he existed president was the most surprised
a sister living somewhere ln Mas on the Island fully 1000 years ago person In the room when his own
sachusetts. He went Sunday to He has made an extensive study of name was mentioned by the chair
Lane's Island with Dr. Shields, who anthropology and bases his belief man ol the nominating committee.
The League may well look forward
Is much Interested In the subject of upon the appearance of the skele
to a ve*y cureessful season.
archaeology and assisted ln the ex ton's protruding Jaws, the receding
amination of three skeletons which forehead and the size of the skull.
Motoring to St. George Saturday
had been unearthed by Kenneth
The other two occupants of the afternoon ln company with my
Snowdeal, 18. while excavating for pit were those of an Infant and a friend. City Solicitor Btuart C. B ur
flint arrowheads, the Islands of grown woman—probably the man's gess I was a caller at the home of
th at region being rich in Indian daughter and his wife.
Harold 6. Watts, located a short
Tomorrow the skeleton and the distance from the main highway
relics.
The pit Is less than two feet deep, loose bones will be sent to the An where It passes through Smalleyand Is well above hlghwater mark. thropological Laboratory at Harvard town The house was built ln 1810
With a view to further study ln Collage.
and has never been out of the fam 
ily. Mr Watts still has the original
Katherine, daughter of Capt and deed to the lot, given ln 1788 by
Church for Mass. Camp will break
Mrs Keryn Ap Rice, has been Oen. Knox, plan accompanying.
after dinner on Bunday.
awarded a one-half tuition scholar Both documents are ln a good ztate
J. F. Cole of Winslow, who has ship at the school of speech, North of preservation. The (Long Cove
a summer cottage at Holiday Beach, western university, Evanston, 111. postoffice sits on the back end of
The session Is of flve weeks duration the lot.
goes ln strong for dahlias. A Cou
and commences July 10. Studies
rier-Gazette reporter happened will Include dramatics, public speak
Although the W atts premises are
along Sunday Just as Peter Plplcello ing and debating. Miss Rice was not far from the main highway
and his son Samuel were preparing a member of the casts of Junior and they afford a sanctuary for birds
and small animals. Of late there
one garden for 14 barrels of bulbs, senior plays and the ope act plays
has come a bird which seems to ba
and this was but one of three gar in 1938 and 1939.
something of an outlaw, as Mr.
dens which Mr. Cole devotes to
Watts can And nobody to identify
flowers and vegetables. He has
it. “Ferdinand," still In his youth,
Y
O
U
R
F
A
V
O
R
IT
E
PO
EM
been 11 years a t this game and Is
has the run of the lot. and to a
always hunting for a dahlia bulb
If I had m y life to live s t a in I favorite.
with an even longer pedigree. would have m ade a rule to read som e
try and listen to som e m usic at
One year ago~Suit in U. 6. (Dis
Peter Ptploello, 35 years a resident
it o n es a w ie te The lose of these
tastes
Is a loss o r happiness.—Charles
of Holiday Beach, is one of the
trict
Court at Portland recalled the
Darwin.
handiest men ln that sector, grow
loss of the steamer Castine on a
D A IL Y L IV IN G
ing up under the tutelage of his
reef near Vlnalhaven—Rev. Ouy
very good friend the late Fred M. I only need such few things. Lord; Wilson of the Methodist Church
Clean water, air and dally bread,
Smith.
Plain garment* and a sheltering roof preached the Memorial sermon.—
Above my head;
Vlnalhaven High was leading in the
And work to d o th a t I m ay keep
David 6. Beach, Ansel E. Saunders The g ift o f deep, refreshing sleep.
Knox A Lincoln League with four
and Palmer Pease represented the I can n o t pray for more than thia:
wins and no losses.—Manager Eddie
Whalen wass preparing O a k la n d
Rockland branch at the meeting A day of sim ple, quiet things.
Not the bewilderment a dawn
Park for a busy season—Rev. H. I.
of the State Letter Carriers' Asso So often brings.
Not more possessions. Lord, I pray.
Holt resigned as pastor of the W a r 
ciation ln Lewiston Sunday. They But
calm a n d sim plify m y slay
ren Congregational Church,
w ere accom panied by th e ir wives.
—G race Noll Crowell

DIES IN INDIAN GRAVE

Gust Carlson a Victim While Delving Among
Skeleton Remains

C
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Five In Field Now

Down In Bolivia

T H K E B -T 1 M E 8 -A -W E E K

B elieve I t o r N o t, She Pitches

In the last day, th a t great day of Sum ner Sewall, W orld War W hat G eographic Society
the feast Jesus stood and cried,
H ero, Seeks G overnor
S ays A b o u t the C ountry
saying. If any man thirst, let him
W here B ill W incapaw Is
ship N om ination
come unto me. and drink.—John
7:37
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A fifth candidate for the Repub-1 Bolivia's newly established dictalican gubernatorial nomination ap-1 torship can affect foreign countries
pcared in the field Sunday in the Imore than would changes in many

pounds, and there is ample grazing
land and grain supply to much in
crease this in case of need. Yet in j
that same year we imported about
80,000,000 pounds of beef and veal !
We have been notably generous to
Argentina and other countries in ,
purchases of canned corned beef.1
The 1937 importation of this com
modity was 41.000.000 pounds and
this increased to 78.000.000 pounds
the following year (1938*. At pres
ent we are Importing 90 percent of
our canned corned beef. We thus
seem to have discharged our duty as
a "good neighbor" without placing
this order of 48 000 pounds for the
United States navy, as is now pro
posed
There is the further thought that
our government must set a good ,
example in "buying American" if
individual citizens are expected to
follow that patriotic course.
Our beef growers, the industries
i dependent upon them and the emI ployees affected need our patron| age—and deserve it.
I With all good will and every good
wish for our South American neigh
bor. it is fitting and proper that our
first regai-d be for “The Home on
the Range" rather than for dweller
on the pampas of Argentina.

person of Maine Senate's president.!other parts of South America, beSumner Sewall of Bath, who was an cause Bolivia's government is fiace aviator in the World War.
nanced mainly by the revenue from
“You and I know," Sewall wrote its exports and its exports—parto his brother Legislators, as he an  ticularly tin—are in strong demand.
“Tin. one of The strategic metals
nounced his candidacy, “th a t one of
the most difficult tasks confronting highest on the United States' want
a legislator is to distinguish between list, is Bolivia's number one pro
real majorities and small articu'.a'c duct and is responsible for its big
minorities”
gest business." says a bulletin from
"If, by the use of this new method the Washington. D. C.. headquarters
of measuring public opinion, we can of the National Geographic Society.
| more clearly and correctly determine “As the third greatest tin-produc
If lf T G A \ f
, the size of these conflicting groups." ing country of the world Bolivia is
C l AD IT.
I lie continued, "it seems to me that the nearest source for that metal
W IIL TOU^
1we will obviously be in position to to all countries of the New World,
better carry out the wishes of the since its chief competitors are the
H elen ••Jimmy" Carlson o f Middletown. Conn., won eight out of nine
true majority of our people, and thus Federated Malay State and the
games of semi-professional baseball she pitched against men last season
A M Il) IC \S ILGION A L A IIIA in I make real contribution to the demo- Ncthcriands indies in Asia
Most This picture shows her as she appeared on the F riday night radio program
cratic process of government in of Bolivia's tin ore exports, how
w ith Bob Ripley, showing Bob how she loesses her fast outcurve. She's
the only g irl on her team.
Maine."
ever. go to G reat Britain, since
He also pointed out in the letter there are no tin smelters in Bolivia
his belief that "real and sound or the United States. Bolivian tin
R eceipts N ex t Saturday W ill economy in state government" might returns to the Americas from ;
G o For R e lie f and W e l be accomplished through use of a British smelters.
| public opinion poll to “re-examine
By CLYDE H. SMITH,
Not a One-Metal Land
fare W ork
Representing Maine's Second Congressional District
the public usefulness of the many "In Bolivia, 'the tin standard'
Every penny of the money con services which we are now render- substitutes for the gold standaid.
ii*t' After an "open review of the This metal constitutes from tw o -■
tributed for memorial poppies on
Suggesting Protection for "The ' high quality. Incidentally, it may
costs of various state services. Sew thirds to nine-tenths of the counPoppy Day Saturday. May 27 will all suggested, "the very broadest
Home on the Range"
be mentioned that the pasture
trry's exports; and export duties in
go to aid disabled veterans and possible public opinion" should be
The
Nation's
Capital.
May
23
grown animal is not a good shipper,
this land of impoverished agricul
the families left in need by the mustered to "determine which of ture and limited industry are the i Special to The Courier-Gazette> He cannot be grass fed in transit,
death or disability of a veteran ac-I our countless activities and worth- chief sources of the government’s We are learning much geography j consequently lo-es weight in an
cording to the Poppy chairman ol i *bile functions may be extended income. During 1937 the nation of late. Today's lesson seems to be ocean voyage where he must eat
Winslow-Holbrook Unit of the ; and enlarged, while the others can produced 12 percent of the world s
on Argentina. This country is grain to which he is unaccustomed, i
American Legion Auxiliary
D tcurtailed or actually eliminated." tin output.
Much Argentine beef is shipped
tributlon of flowers will be conduc-l ‘ In this *»>'•" Sewall wrote, “we "But Bolivia is by no means a mostly in the south temperate zone
| frozen or in cans, in which case the I
as
we
are
In
the
North
Its
climate
ted by volunteer workers and all sha11 strengthen the forces of true one-metal land. Some 98 percent
I feeding-in-transit considerations do
contributidhs will go in their entire- democracy and good government. of her exports are minerals tin is similar to ours, reversing the
not apply; but here again quality is
ty into the rehabilitation and wel- under which alone industry and etn being followed in value by silver. season of course. Just now. that sacrificed by either process
fare funds of the Legion and Aux- ployment thrive, opportunity and ^ ad antimony, zinc, tungsten, cop- South American state is facing the
Our South American neighbor
Hlaty.
security exist and fairness to all p re -1
and blsmuth In antimony too,
winter's cold while we are rejoicing and competitor ha? troubles in com
"The dimes, quarters and dollars vails."
thc counUy ranjts third on the list at the approach of summer. Its mon with us That is. such was
which are dropped into the boxes of
He pointed out also th at Maine
produeing nations. Its position crops m
puiW llke ourg
we formerly the case as to foot and
the poppy workers on Poppy Day needs "refinement of our present, u n0K of added lmportance because comc mto competition with them mouth disease, the most contagious
form the principal source of sup pregrams rather than new pro- china has previously been the lead- throughout the world
of all cattle afflictions.
The
port for the relief and welfare grams.
ing source of supply.
It is a great country for cattle United States can announce with)
"Today, by virtue of programs al
work carried out by the Auxiliary
Andean ralslng exporting much beef and pardonable pride the complete
"Silver made the high Andean
throughout the year." There is a ready submitted and adopted by the plateau of Bolivia, averaging 12.000 many hides. Quite possibly your eradication of that scourge. Argen
vast amount to be done for the Legislature." he wrote, "our State feet above sea level, the boom coun feet are kept off the ground by
tina is hopelessly infected with it
disabled veterans, for their famil Government Is extending aid to. co try of the iNew World soon after leather from an Argentine steer.
and it would seem has little or no
ies and for the families of those who operating with, or trying to control the famous mines of Potosi were
Argentine livestock is not stall planning for its control.
have died and we believe that those in the public interest, nearly every found by Spanish conquerors in fed. as a rule. There are vast level
One of a very few countries with
in distress because of patriotic sac group of citizens in Maine." Use of 1545. The cold, lofty city of Potosi, areas which we should call plains
no foot and mouth disease the
rifices are entitled to everything thc public opinion poll plan, he which now has 35000 inhabitants, or prairies. M06t of the Argentine
United States maintains its envi
wrote, would enable the State “to was thc 17th century metropolis of
which can be done for them.
beef is raised on the grasses, grown able position by a rigid quarantine
“Through wearing a poppy on come nearer than ever before to liv both Americas, reaching at its peak
on this very rich pasture domain against all other countries, includ
Poppv Dav, everyone can Help us be ing up to the splendid ideals of a population of 170.000. It swayed which they call pampas Many an
ing Argentina
ready to respond to the calls for , democratic government.
j thc money markets of thc world by Argentine steer never knows thc
All this has a bearing on thc
Sewall was born at Bath in 1898 the volume of its silver output.
help which will comc to us during
taste of grain This keeps produc question of Argentine beef for tlie
the year ahead. The poppy, which thc sen of Mrs. William D. Sewall
Bolivian Rubber Reaches World
tion costs low but, from the Ameri . United States navy The President
honors the war dead, also aids those and the late Mr. Sewall. members
Through Brazil
can standpoint, is not conductive to approves the purchase of 48.000
who did not die but who lost health of a family long prominent in ship “In addition to utilitarian tin and
pounds of canned corned beef, for
and strength in the nation's serv ping. He attended B ath public the Spanish silver of such romantic
j this purpose. "The price is lower."
ice."
schools and entered Harvard in 19t0. lore, exports of rubber, quinine, and '
say the defenders of this proposi
Before completing his freshman year exotic chinchilla fur help to make !
tion I t is. Grass feed and a lewtr
he entered the American Ambulance Bolivia known to the outside world.1
standard of living for the cattle
Field Service as a volunteer, serving Some est.mates rank Bolivian fo r-1
workers make a lower price pos
at the front for six months as ar. ests second to those of Brazil f o r '
sible. The President says it is bet
Broad Street W om an Tells ambulance driver until he joined the production of South American rub
ter beef He is misinformed. We
O f H er D isappointm ent American Air Service. After receiv ber; since much of the smaller
grow thc best beef in the world, but
ing training he was commissioned a country's forest products float down
if we do it in part on grain and pay
W h en H e L ost
first lieutenant and assigned to the headwaters of the Amazon to
the American wage we must have
Editor of Thc C ourier-G azette:8<’ua:lr°n 95 of the First Pursuit Brazilian ports their origin is ob
the higher price.
During the summer tn which thc Or0uP for combat over f e l i n e s
scure
Foot and mouth disease is a
By October of 1918 he had be
“In an area more than twice as
late James G. Blaine was candidate
loathsome sickeness. which may af
for President, I was located in come an ace. having officially large as Texas. Bolivia supports
flict any cloven footed animal. Hie
Springfield. On an annual vaca brought down seven enemy aircraft. only 55 percent as many people as
stricken creature becomes fevered
tion. I bought a new wrap, dark He was awarded thc Croix de Guerre the Lone S ta r State. This is the
Disgusting sores break out on the
hunters green flannel long light with palm and the Legion of Honor only South American nation with
feet and in the mouth. Having
weight garment style Mother Hub by thc French Government; Bel out access to the sea directly from
seen animals thus diseased, a man
its
own
ports;
Bolivia
lost
her
|
gium's King Albert made him a
bard.
would starve before eating meat
Excitement in thc Blaine cam- member of the Order of The Crown; coastal territory to Chile after the
suspected of that origin.
paign was intense in Rockland and nad the United States awarded him War of the Pacific nearly 60 years!
As to guarding against an out
I. as well as all tlie family, was en thc Distinguished Service Cross wi’h ago. Thc landlocked Andean p la -'
break In this country, it is said that
His most prized award, teau, cradled 12.000 feet above sea 1
thusiastic. taking
in all the cak leaf
"you can't ship foot and mouth
however,
was
a medal paid for by level between two snow-capped
speeches, rallies, torchlight proces
disease in a can." Of this we can
sions and the inspiring music of pennies contributed by school chil ranges with peaks exceeding 21.000
not be too certain. The virus is In
tlie good old Rockland Band. One dren of Bath after word of his first feet, has so impressed popular J
tensely virulent. It would be pos
imagination—with its 'world's high
night a big rally was scheduled witn victory in the air.
sible for a healthy animal, thou
After the war Senator Bewail was est capital La Paz.’ and its world's
Tom Reed the star speaker. We
sands of miles from the region of
captain of the flying group which highest steamer serv.ee' on Lake
all went down to see the parade.
,Mo,t m en lake m w t shirts as a
infection, to contract the disease
I hastily .matched my wrap as I won thc first annual meet of the Titicaca—that the low tropical
from dust deposited by an auto
matter e f fact and we're afraid to
passed through the hall. We were Intercollegiate Flying Association. plains to the east of the mountains
mobile
tire which had travelled
d tru ib e these for sure as guns, it
among the first at the entrance to That year. 1920. he was one of the are frequently forgotten. Yet these
through that section and crossed
will <M>und like Action.
Farweh Opera House and that en organizers of the Connecticut Aerial extensive lowlands constitute about
a trail where a diseased animal had
trance was very narrow. When the Navigation Company with which he 70 percent of the nation's 537,792
walked.
Epidemics have been
doors swung open I was literally began his career in commercial avi square miles. On the south they
traced to contacts as remote and
The e ehirts are not the same sort
borne up the short flight of stairs ation. With Juan Trlppe, new presi merge into the Gran Chaco, scene
seemingly impossible as that.
you hare home. If you have ever
by that tuighig crowd. I do not dent of Pan-American Air Lines, he of the most recent war in the West
How fussy is tlie Argentine packer
seen patterns like these before, it
recall *hat my feet touched a single helped organize and operate Colonia! ern Hemisphere.
who puts up those cans of corned
"Over half of Bolivia's inhabit
must be that you Just stepped off
stair ir. transit but I kept thc wrap Air Transport, which held the first
beef, now offered to the United
air mail contract in thc United ants are Indians, successors to one
tight in my arms.
a Pullman from New York or States navy? And how particular is
of America's oldest cultures. Spa'nOnce Inside the auditorium. I States.
the ranch man of the pampas who
Chicago.
He is now a director of United Air ish culture too is old in Bolivia.
made a bee line for my favorite sea*
faces ruin by reason of an outbreak
in any theatre—front row balcony Lines, first ccast-to-coast passenger Sucre, thc legislative capital, has a
; of foot and mouth disease? It is a
Will you plea--r take our wont
eppofite stage. I made it all right route and one of the largest air university established in 1624."
safe bet that, on discovering tht
happy and breathless. Imagine transport concerns in thc world
for it until you get here that j first afflicted animal, knowing his
my surprise when I put my wrap Before applying himself exclusively Roland Smith Pest, American Le
you’ve never w en such shirt I herd is dormed. he will rush his
over the back of tlie seal to discover to air transport development, Sew gion. ol Bath.
wlwle bunch to m arket for im
beauty before . . . here or any
After serving his ward as a mem
th at I had been toting a man's sum all worked to recover his health after
mediate slaughter. In a country
where efse?
mer overcoat, thc property oi the Ins war experiences by employment ber of the Bath Board of Aldermen.
| that cannot, as have we, stamp out
rate Arthur Lovejoy who boarded in various JcRjs. After working Senator Sewall in 1935 made hts
the disease in the grazing areas. It
briefly in a bank in Spain, he first appearance in State politics
with my mother.
$ 1 .5 0 to $ 2 .0 0
Is not likely that the factory Inspec
I exclaimed audibly at thc dis worked outdoors on an oil field rig when he was elected to the State
tion is rigid enough to eliminate the
covery. to the amusement of sonic ging crew near Tampico. Mexico, House of Represenative from the
And speaking of shirts, brings
diseased animals before canning.
children nearby I wore Mr. Love- after which he successfully was em Shipping City. That same year he
, In such circumstances frozen beef
Io mind those matched
Joy's coal home but do not remem ployed on a Cuban sugar plantation, was head of a Maine committer ap
would be unthinkable and thc
ber *f hi was cold enroute as he on a construction crew building a pointed to raise the State quota of
C otton Shirts and Pants
canned material very much open to
wa’’not there and did not have my breakwater in Cuba, and on a Wyo funds for a national memorial to
question.
for summer wear
ming ranch.
Will Rogers.
wrau.
These considerations seem to
Before entering air transport work
James G. BI a tne was defeated—
In 1936 he successfully sought elec
completely refute the Presidential
$
3
.1
5
to
$
5
.0
0
chested, in th a t election I have he learned airplane construction by- tion to the State Senate. At thc
| claim of better quality for Argen
ncv«r been reconciled; I was so working cn the production line at conclusion of his first term in thc
for the ensemble
tine beef and justify the payment
anxious and so sure that so able a the Dearborn, Mich., plant where upper branch, Senator Sewall en
of a higher price for the home
Neat and comfortable
man would rule thc United Btates the Ford tri-motored transport gaged in a three-cornered race for
grown article.
for a time. I never or hardly ever bet planes were being built.
the Senate presidency and won.
Assuming that our own beef is
In 1923 Sewall was married at
oil anything but I did lose a small
wholesome—and nobody questions it
amount on th a t election which was Bath to Helen Ellena Evans of New
The Chinese iserve fritters on
—why import any a t all? Is it be
of no moment compared to my dis York. They have four children, their New Year's Day made from
cause of under supply? One would
Olive. Alexandra. David and Nich rose petals. Years ago rose buds
appointment. Elizabeth O. Marsh
hardly say so. Our domestic pro
olas. He is a past com mander of were served on tables like radishes.
Rockland. M a y 19.
duction in ' 1937 was " 7 .W n x O ft>

K
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‘Nother Poppy Day

SALESMEN WANTED
M A K E A P PL IC A T IO N A T O NCE
Several salesm en to represent one c f the largest stove and
furnace companies in the United S ta tes for territories in and
around Rorkland, Maine.

Autcir.cbUr helpful but not essential.

Men don’t act this

For personal interview

write KALAMAZOO STOVE A FURNACE COMPANY, 22 MAIN
STREET. LEWISTON. MAINE, and one will be arranged In
Richland.

PLEASE
The way The Courier-Gazette W ant Ads get results will
please you. What's more, you'll get them more cheaply
than any ether way. And that will pleaae you some m ore!
You ran t beat 'em—whether you w ant to Buy, Trade,
Rent or Sell.

HEARD, SEEN, SAID AT WASHINGTON

She Bet On Blaine

Guaranteed earnings arc assured.

Sales help will be given by a tar tsry- trained heating engineer.

G E N E R A L E L E C T R IC U R N 8 E T - m n .
cup capacity um . with auger and cruamer and
large trap . . , luatroua chro m ap la tt finish
w ith w aln ut iiniah handlaa.

Value * 2 1 . 8 0

Manif Valuable Prius

M A Y 22 - 27
QUAKER

MUFFETS

2 « « 19c

.

DO LE'S

FINEAFFLE JUKE ’S n' I J

C SEE COMPLETE RULES X
?
ON T H E BACK
\
OF THIS HAN DBILL
)

c

D O LE'S

a
a1 >C

SPECIAL PRICE
CAN

R O Y A L SPEARS PINEAPPLE
LAW RENCE'S

LARGE
CAN

HULLED CO RN s‘v,Lli r o p r s,nd

NEW 1 LB
VACUUM
CAN

LA TOURAINE COFFEE
O V A L T IN E

LARGE
CAN

P L A IN or C H O C O L A T E

RANGER JOE

19«

59« -

HONEY FLAVORED
WHEAT

SM ALL
CAN

2

CLICQUOT CLUB G,J?&ER ’T

27<

33<
25C

PKGS

2 s1 5 c 2 - 2 9 c

way about every

day shirts.

GREGORY’S

QT
JA R

VALLEY SWEET MIXER PICKLES
SPLENDID RICE

• OZ
JA R

25*

EXTRA F A N C Y
BLUE ROSE

2 re® 1 5 c

PREPARE NOW
for tht HOLIDAY
ZA R E X FRUIT SYRUPS

Allotted Flavon

PINTS

21 <

U N D E R W O O D 'S — G E N U IN E H A M

DEVILED H A M s“^ L9 c HORMEL

SPAM

M EDIUM
CAN

14c-

LARGE
CAN

23c

RATH'S

.

.

.

18 O Z
CAN

29<

GENERAL K N O X

SAHRWICH SPREAR

2 - 1 9<

SEIDNER*S

SALAR DRESSING

8 OZ
JAR

9c

S u n s h in e

15c

CUXTARD , A
CREAM* 1 9

CRACKERS
MOM THAN 125 DAINTY . _
TASTY
IR

SANDWICH C O O K IB S W IT H
A COOL C R E A M Y P IL L IN O

N A T IO N -W ID E PAPER NA PK IN S
D IA M O N D W A X E D PAPER

N A T IO N -W ID E

8 OZ
JAR

M A Y O N N A IS E

.

.

S E R V IC E

POUND

388525c

3

4 0 FT
R O LLS

19c

GROCERS

Every -O ther-D ay

TALK OF THE TOWN
"COMING EVENTS CAST 'IUE1R
SHADOWS BEFORE"
May 25 Camden—High School Follies
at Opera House.
May 26—Plano iccltal by pupils of
Edna Gregory Rollins In Unlversallst
vestry
May 26-June 30
Pre-school clinics
In Knox and Lincoln counties.
May 27 American Legion poppy day.
May 28--Warren-iBaccalaureate ser
mon at Congregational Church.
May 30—Memorial Day
May 30—Union—Zone Rally of Nararene Young Peoples Societies and Sun
day Schools, at High School auditorium
May 30—"Montpelier” opens for the
season.
May 31 —Appleton Commencement
exercises at Community hall
June 1—Warren Commencement ex
ercises at Baptist Church
June 2—Educational Club meeting
June 2 Rockport— Operetta. "Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs" by grade
pupils at Town hall
June 2 — South Waldoboro — Play.
“Billy's Aunt Jane" by Ledge School at
Borneman hall
June 4—Francis Havener, Jr., concert
at Unlversallst Church.
June 6—Dance Recital by pupils of
Doris Heald School of Dancing at Rock
land High School.
June 7—Senior class banquet at the
New Hotel Rockland
June • —North Haven—Alumni ban
quet at Havens Inn
June 9—Rockland High School Com
mencement ball at Oakland Park.
June 11—Rockland High School Bac
calaureate services at thc Methodist
Church.
June 12—Rockport—Alumni reception
June 14—Flag Day
June IS — Rockland High School
commencement at thc Community
Building
June 24—St. John's Day (Masonic).
Aug. 17—Reunion (25th) Class 1914
R H S at Rockledge Inn
Aug 23—Owls Head—Grange fair.
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Prank Chase Perry of Lincolnville
is a member of this year's graduat
ing class at the Annapolis Naval
Academy.

The Rhoades Family .

hy Sqnicr

Big Glass Eyes

P a g e Three

They Built Houses

SPYING AUTO PLATES

A nd
H ow
T h ey
H elp List O f Men W ho W o rk ed
Alabama. Minnesota and Washington plates were recently noted by
S olve the R iddles O f the
A t Carpentry Trade H ere
Milton M. Griffin, which leaves only 16 States to be reported. They arc.
SO Y ears Ago
U niverse

Thc interested public is Invited
to the pianoforte recital by the
pupils of Edna Gregory Rollins in
the Universalist vestry Friday night.
The hour is 7 30.
Mr. and Mrs Lloyd Daniels went
to Hallowell Sunday to attend an
executive meeting of the Maine Re
tail Jewelers Association which was
held at the Wooster House. Lunch
eon was served.
A new tanker which seemed to
fill the harbor half full arrived at
this port Sunday, and was on the
course yesterday with a Maritime
Trial Board checking up on the
’’figgers.”
Mark Twain aald that everybody talks about th e weather, but nobody

The "eyes of tty? world," the great
telescopes that peer out from the
turning Earth to explore the far
reaches of the Universe, was in
creased by one more when the new
82-inch mirror of McDonald Ob
servatory was dedicated May 5, on
Mount Locke in the Davis Moun
tains of western Texas.
"The completion of this giant
'eye ' which will photograph stars
only a millionth as bright as any
that can be seen by the unaided
human eye will bring to a total of
at least 40 the number of telescopes
of two feet in diameter or more now
in use in the world,” says a bulletin
from the Washington. D. C. head
quarters of the National Geograph
ic Society.
,

On tiie threshold of the Gay
Nineties the building trades were
much more active in Rockland than
they a re today, and the carpenter
was an indispiensable personage.
The following list of men working
at th at vocation in 1889 was com
piled for The Courier-Gazette by
Mrs. Carrie B. Waltz: x
Llewellyn C. Ames Camden 6treet
Christopher Ash.
4 Prospect St.
Thomas Black.
1 0 Brick St.
Leonard Benner,
Middle St.
Arthur Blackington.
West Meadow road
Arthur A. Blackington,
Old County road
Benjamin W. Blackington.
34 Masonic street
Oscar Borden,
87 Union St.
Josiah P. Bradbury. 17 W arren St.
George W. Bradford.
5 Grace Street Place
Jefferson Brown, Mountain Road
Albert Burns,
704 Main St.
Burdice R. Butler, 186 No. Main St
Zemro F. Callahan. 17 Suffolk St.
Vespasian P. Carter.
Pales 8t
Fred K. Clark.
74 Mechanic St.
Luther Clark,
51 North Main St
Oliver A. Clark 72 Mechanic St.
William W. Clark, 14 Willow St.
Frank T. Gatcombe. 34 Marsh Rd.
Dennis Coakley.
77 Masonic St.
Frank T. Coombe
34 Marsh Rd
William H. Coombe.
129 Main St.
Cleveland Crockett, 232 Main St.
Henry Crooker.
284 Broadway
William Crouse, Old County Rd
Henry Duncan, 8 Orace St. Place
Edward B Eastman, 12 Knox St.
Fred H. Eastman.
8 Hall St.
John M. Eastman.
8 Hall St
Alfred Elliott.
64 Mechanic St.
Joseph M. Farnham, 32 Cedar St.
Jam es Filer.
85 Pleasant St.
Charles C. Fillmore, 35 Broadway
Oliver Frohock.
30 Orove St.
W. H. Olover Co.
451 Main St
Daniel Grant.
58 North Main St.
Ralph Green.
30 James St.
Elijah L. Green.
287 Broadway
Henry Gross.
107 North Main 8t.
G ardner Hahn,
10 IRankin St.
Rufus T. Hall.
26 Franklin St.
Ellas T. Harrington.
14 Pine St.
Elisha P. Haskell.
126 Park St.
Alden Hayden.
13 Orange St.
Fred H. Hewett.
58 W arren St.
Valentine Higgins, 49 W arren Bt.
John F. Holbrook. 11 Masonic St
Thom as U. Howard. 57 Grace St.
Frederick J. Hull.
81 Grace St.
Edward C. Jackson.
10 Washington St
W illard C Jackson.
24 James St
Pillsbury Johnson, 85 Masonic St.
Rockland Jones. Old Countly Rd
Henry J Keating, 14 Mechanic St
Addison F. Keizer.
54 Broad St
Edward A Knowlton,
138 Limerock St.
M artin D. Labe.
13 Grace St.
George C. Lawler, 32 Rankin St.
Henry Leavett.
26 Franklin St.
Frank Leavett.
4 Linden St.
Owen Lermond. Old County Rd
Robert Ludwig,
55 Grace St.
Sabin Lord.
456 Main St.
David Mitchell.
13 Grace St.
John Mahoney.
St. 6t. Place
J. Mallett.
5 South St
Thomas W. Mank. 47 No. Main St.
John Marshall.
3 Elm St.
John Mclnnes.
17 South 6t.
Daniel McLoud.
54 Pacific St.
H iram A. McMichael,
Glen St.
Ambrose Mills.
48 Oay 6t.
George Morse.
68 Grace St.
Charles Morton
87 Union St.
Reuben D. Murphy.
Glen St.
Edward E Orbeton. 355 Broadway
Amos D. Orne.
31 (Lawrence St
Jason O. Packard.
80 Rankin St.
Marcellus M. Parker. 58 Warren St.
Henry Pendleton, 64 Mechanic St.
Edwin J. Pierce
31 Purchase St.
Lester W Hokes, 118 Maverick St.
Roscoe G. Robinson, 90 Orace St.
Levi Saunders,
10 Lisle St.
Allison 8human,
18 Broad St.
Oeorge Smith.
Old County Rd.
Oilman F. Simmons,
54 Rankin St.
Hanson B Simmons 150 Holmes St.
Isaac B Simmons.
5 Fulton St
Austin W Smith. Old County Rd
Charles Smith,
Old County Rd
Charles L. Smith, Old County Rd
Oeorge Smith, .O ld County Road

Elizabeth I., widow of Samuel A
dees anything about It. That’a about tht way It la with tha exceseivt
automat Iv t taxta. Everybody complaint about thorn. It the motorlsti
Burpee, died suddenly in her apart
presented a united front, writing and talking to their legielative repre
ments yesterday afternoon, aged 76
sentatives tax relief would be ebtalaed before 'ong.
years. Services will be held at the
Second Largest In World
Burpee funeral home Thursday aft
'The McDonald Observatory tele
Cecil
Murphy
landed
an
11-pound
ernoon at 2 o'clock. Obituary de
scope is the second largest in thc
trout at Mooschcad Lake on his re
ferred.
world in actual use at present being
cent fishing trip.
Thorough preparation of Ute soil exceeded only by the 100-lnch tele
The Rockland City Band has been
At the Ramsdell Packing Com is one of the secrets of having a scope at Mount Wilson Observatory.
engaged to furnish music for Vlnalpany
s plant this morning 230 pairs profitable garden, says Richard M. Pasadena. California. Both, how
havens Sesqui-Centennial
July
The Copper Kettle dining room Fourth. Other bands which will of hands were at work on 1200 Riley, of the department of horti ever, will be surpassed soon by the
200-inch telescope to be set up on
fairly smiles under the force of awaken the island echoes during thc bushels of herring.
culture. University of Maine.
Mount Palomar. California, under
recent renovations.
celebration are Vinalhaven and Deer
Plow carefully and disk well, sug joint auspices of California Insti
Isle. In other words Vinalhaven is Sheridan Scott, manager of the
Samoset Hotel has arrived from gests Mr. Riley. Then harrow with tute of Technology and Mount Wil
The dining room at the New Hotel going to have lots of good music.
Florida and is busily engaged in a string-tooth harrow and perhaps son Observatory. The McDonald
Thorndike has been leased by the
The Meadowbrook Riding Club preparing the Rockland Breakwat»r give the plot a final going over with Observatory will be operated joint
proprietors of the Paramount Res
holds a meeting at Hillcrest Riding hostelry for what is expected to be a meeker harrow to provide a fine ly by the Universities of Texas and
taurant.
Chicago.
School today. Free instruction is a good season
planting surface. I t is not neces
"The increasing size of telescopes
Mrs. Victor Grindle 1 Donohue given to all Riding Club members
sary to have the soil as fine for set does not mean that the various in
Urban
E.
Leach
of
West
Rockport
court, was the winner of the waffle between 6.30 and 8 30 on night of
ting out such plants as cabbage and struments will compete with one
iron at Perry's Main street market meetings which are held the second is a patient at Knox Hospital for
tomatoes, as it is for sowing small another in exploring the heavens,
treatment.
Also
receiving
treat
and
fourth
Tuesdays
of
each
month
Saturday and Mrs Gertrude Boody.
seeds
such as “ lettuce, beets and however, nor is g smaller telescope
Pleasant street won the coffee-mak a t 8.30 p. m. The charter member ment at Knox Hospital is Henry U.
made out of date or useless by a
carrots.
Lamson
of
West
Rockport.
They
ship list will remain open until
er at the Park street market.
Straight rows are easier to culti larger one. There is work enough
are brothers-in-law
June 13.
vate and look best. Use of the gar for all in probing secrets of the
Officers of Knox Lodge will l>c in
den
line for marking is about the vast Universe, and tlie task of ex
Saunders
Cabins
and
Tea
Room
Col. I. Leslie Cross who directs
terested to know that there will be
most certain way of getting straight ploration is divided among the va
will
open
next
Sunday,
with
Arthur
thc
Memorial
Day
activities
in
this
a drill meeting for the first degree
rows. One may follow along side rious instruments.
following tomorrow nights m atin g city, has announced the appoint E. (Nate) Saunders in charge of the
of
the line with a wheel hoe and Ilr a v r n s Explored by P h o to g ra p h y
tea
room.
Previous
seasons
have
of Rockland Encampment. Knox ment of Col. Ralph W. Brown as
"Astronomers nowadays seldom
make a furrow, or he may set thc
given
Mr
Saunders
a
fine
reputa
marshal
of
the
day—a
position
Lodge will work the first degree
Took
through’ their large telescopes.
line
close
to
the
ground
and
walk
tion
as
a
caterer,
and
he
is
prepared
which he has filled in such excep
Monday night.
They
do most of their exploring of
on
top
of
it
to
make
a
mark
on
the
to
live
up
to
it.
tional manner for some years. Gen
sail and then furrow with wheel the heavens by photographing sec
eral
orders
relating
to
Memorial
Irving Quinn and Leonard Quinn,
The heavyweight boxing title hoe. hand hoe, or thc corner of the tions of the sky. The great tele
formerly employed b y 'th e Under Sunday and Memorial Day will aphangs
in the balance Friday night rake. If the soil is free of clods and scopies of modern times are pri
wood Company, have joined the year in Thursday's issue.
when
Butch
Wooster of Rockland rocks, a light hand marker may marily giant cameras. Their huge
painters' gang at the Bath Iron
meets
Danny
Peal of Bangor in an prove satisfactory For a large gar mirrors or lenses act as funnels for
Thirteen of the 18 High School
Works. The big yard is said to have
8-round
bout
a t the Bangor Cha den a horse-drawn marker may be light, making it possible to con
seven years work ahead, and k now- Seniors who has been taking the
centrate a large quantity of star
teau.
Butch,
idle
since his fight in better.
Highway
and
Safe
Driving
Course
employing about 2400 men. Oosh!
The actual planting of seeds may light in one spot. By exposing a
under the direction of State Patrol Machias several weeks ago. is train
be done with a seed drill or by sensitive plate for several hours, or
School opened at the Ramsdcli man Harry Thompson passed the ing hard and faithfully for the ap
hand. Unless a fair quantity of even for several nights, to light
proaching
battle,
and
those
who
recent
examinations
successfully.
Packing Company's plant Saturday,
one variety is planted, the seed drill concentrated by a telescopic, an
but it was only a small school—85 The test was conducted by Cap; have watched his workouts believe
is
not practical. Too much time askonomer can photograph stars
that
the
rugged
lad
from
the
lime
bushels of herring, w hich' were Burtis Fowler. Sergeant Levi Flint.
will toe spent making certaut and galaxies of stars so distant that
area
will
either
put
Peal
away,
or
Sergeant
Adelbert
Sargent
and
quickly tinned. Thc bell rang again
whip him badly enough to get the that all the seeds of one variety are lie could never see them with his
yesterday and everybody's hoping Clerk Ellery Cunningham.
newspaper
decision A large Rock out of the seeder before beginning own eyes through the same telethat it will continue to ring until
land
delegation
will Journey to the with another. Hence for small [scope if lie looked a lifetime. This
That
popular
shore
resort
known
the season ends.
is because tlie effect of light on a
as “Trail's End" opened Sunday Chateau Friday night, spurred also amounts hand seeding is better.
Rate
of
seeding
depends
on
kind
photographic emulsion is cumulative
by
the
fact
that
Ponzi
Cochran
of
Thc Merchants' Committee of the with the largest patronage ever
of
seeds,
visibility,
weather
and
soil
which is not true of the human eye.
Rockland
is
going
to
fight
six
Chamber of Commerce has made recorded on the opening, including
conditions. Small seeds that pro
“The ‘seeing’ ability of telescopes
an arrangement with County Com one man who ate the first meal ever rounds with Young Fisher of Wa
duce
weak
seedlings
need
to
be
grows
greater also as photographic
terville.
Rockland
will
be
pretty
missioner Foy W. Brown whereby served there. The plant has had
planted
more
thickly
than
larger
emulsions
are improved and made
much
on
the
map
he will bring passengers from North some notable improvements since
seeds producing more robust seed more sensitive. Better emulsions
Haven to Rockland and return on th a t time, and nobody seems to be
lings. Seed th at Is rather old and make the 100-inch telescope at
Saturdays for the very low fare of prouder of it than th at enormous | An athletic young man. on whose
weak in vitality needs to be sown Mount Wilson considerably more
features
there
was
something
50 cents. His new power boat will white turkey gabbler. The scene is
more abundantly. If soil is in ideal efficient today for example, than
strangely
familiar,
appeared
sud
one
of
unexcelled
beauty
which
leave the island Saturday mornings
condition and weather conditions when it was built 20 years ago.
at 7.30 standard time and leave ! somehow looks more alluring than denly on Main street yesterday and
are right, one can expect better though its mirror remains the
was
promptly
identified
by
Charlie
Rockland public landing on thc re ever. Even the genial proprietor.
germination, hence seed more : same size.
turn trip at 3 o'clock, standard Otis Lewis, looks handsomer than Wot ton as Freddie Loftus who
‘‘But astronomers still would know
played on the Rockland team in the lightly than if conditions are un
This very low cost service star’s he used to.
favorable.
|
comparatively
little about the UniMaine
Coast
League
in
1927
and
on
June 3 —adv.*
Depth of covering varies with size ) verse, if they merely looked at stars
the Camden team in 1928. I t was
I
------------------BORN
of seed and soil conditions. Large and photographed them, even with
Wooster—A t V inalhaven. May 19 to while pitching for the Rockland
Walt for thc Sale of Sales, thc
Mr. and Mrs. Bnery Wooster. Jr . (Bes team that he made his famous home seeds in general arc planted deeper the largest telescopies. The light
original Rexal 1 One Cent Sale, sie Clay ter I. a daughter
than small seeds. However, seeds th at is concentrated by the giant
starts Wednesday. May 24, four b’g Malonev—At Knox Hospital. May 21. run poling the ball against the up
to-Mr and Mrs Frank R Maloney, a per story of the grade school build such as bean that push up cotyle mirrors and lenses is not only
days. Sheldon's Drug Store. 444 daughter.
ing. He was enroute yesterday to dons. are covered to less depth than photographed directly, but is also
Main S t . Rockland —adv.
60-62
Sidney Mines. N 6 . where he will peas or corn. If thc soil is rather broken up into spectrum of dif
M A R R IE D
l Edwards-Kennedy—At Rockland. May again manage the local team in the moist, as in spring, leas depth of ferent wave-lengths. By analyzing
20 bv Rev Guy 'Wilson. D D . Luther
covering is required than later in thc spectrum of a star, astronomers
r . Edvards of Westbrook and Mrs Cape Breton Collier League He is
Emily J. Kennedy or Rockland.
looking fit to capture a champion thc season when the soil Is drier in many cases can learn an amaz
Ringer-Thomas—At Rockport. Msv 20
Seeds can be planted more deeply ing number of things about it—its
by Rev Donald P. Perron. John 8tnger ship.
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
on light soils than on heavy soils distance, mass, brightness tempera
of Thomaston and Miss Helen Ruth
TEL. WAIBOBORO 100
Thomas of Lincoln. Neb.
under
same conditions of moisture ture. size, speed of rotation, and
A movement has started in Ire
Show Times: Every Evening 7 4 9.
even sometimes the approximate
land
to
pay
a
marriage
bounty
to
D IE D
Matiners. Saturdays, Sundays
number
of atoms it contains.
poor
couples.
Edwards—At Detroit. Mich. May 21.
Holidays at 230. Daylight Time Mabel J. (Abbott) wife of Henri' E
Larger Telescopes Are Reflectors
Edwards nt Birmingham. Mich and
"Most of thc larger telescopes in
Ash Point, a red 74 years. Funeral In
TUES.-WED. MAY 23-24
Birmingham this afternoon.
D
A
N
C
IN
G
use
today are reflectors, that is,
•A
!
I
t
'.I
\
Burpee—At Rockland. May 22. Eliza
BOB BURNS
beth I . widow of Samuel A Burpee,
they have huge mirrors which gath
AT
aged 76 years. 4 inonthh. 24 days. Fu
GLADYS GEORGE
er star light. The light Is then re
neral Thursday at 2 o'clock from Bur
in
G len C ove
pee funeral home.
flected and concentrated a t a given
PoBses — At Ttrm aston. May 21.
‘I’M F R O M M ISSO U R I’ Rrbert
Every W ed.
C. Infant son of Mr and Mrs.
lioint, or focus, where the Image
Ralph HolT es. aaed 8 months. Funeral
is photographed or sometimes ob
Wedne«dav at 2 o'clock from residence
N
ight
THURS.-FRI., MAY 25-26
cf .Silas Holtses. Walker's Corner.
served by thc astronomer visually.
Music By
BARBARA STANWYCK
The other type is thc refracting
CARD OF THANKS
JOEL McCREA
DANNY PATT
telescopic, in which star light Is
We
wbh
to
extend
our
heartfelt
In
AND HIS NOVELTY BOYS
thanks to our neighbors and many
gathered and concentrated by a
Cecil B. DeMille's great epic
friends for -their kindness, letters and
DOOR PRIZE
series of lenses, but such lenses are
cards of sympathy during the bereave
“ U N IO N PA C IFIC ”
Men 35c; Ladies 25c
ment of our son and brother
difficult to make beyond a certain
•l» lt
i Mr and Mrs Almond «f Miller. Mr
with
I and Mrs. Malcolm H. Winslow
size. The diameter of the lenses
Brian Donley, Akim TamirofT
BEANO T O N IG H T
of the largest refracting telescope
CARD OF THANKS
7JC . ’clock
in thc world, at Yerkes Observatory,
Wr wish to express our Seep appre
A
M
E
R
IC
A N L E G IO N
L
O
A
M
F
O
R
S
A
L
E
ciation for all the kindness shown us
Williams Bay, Wisconsin. Is 40 in
M ilto n Feinberg, of
T wenty Regular G am es; Also SpecUl
during our bereavement To all the
For Gardens. Lawna and Flowers
ches whereas the diameter of thc Gam ez
neighbors and trlends who sen* flow
L O A M FO R S A L E
Philadelphia, builds
Door
ers or offered their cars or In any wav $2 per load, delivered. Gravel $1.30
mirror to be installed In the Mount
Admission 25 Cents
helped
we
extend
our
thanks
W
IL
L
IA
M
A
N
D
E
R
SO
N
rock
gardens
i
n
$ 2 .0 0 yard
4Ttf
Mrs. Josephine Orover and family •
Palomar telescopic is five times as
TEL. 23-W. W. MEADOW ROAD
watch cases/
great.
G ravel, $ 1 .0 0 load
61'63
CARD OF THANKS
"Despite their great bulk, tele
TEL. 341-W or 500
I wish to thank all rity friends.
60-61 neighbors, and relatives who were so
warre OAvr ( l m a h n b c . ncwvorm scopes must and do have a high
kind In our recent bereavement also
l-bnan^
degree of precision. The mirror of
for thc beautiful flowers.
SP E C IA L CHICK SA L E
Mrs. Ida Greenrose
the McDonald Observatory telescopic
Box 52. West Rockport.
F ifty or M ore, 8 c each
weighs nearly three tons, yet its
Oct Yours While They Last
CARD OF THANKS
I curved surface has been ground and
We wish to extend our sincere thanks
K n ox C ou nty G rain C o.
polished to an accuracy of one-mllto out friends and neighbors for their
■lionth of an inch. The telescope and
loving thoughts and kindness In our TEL. 333. 31 NEW COUNTY ROAD
60*63
sorrow Also may we gratefully thank
, its mounting weighs 75 tons, yet It
Dr Ralph Earle. Dr. IWyland F. Leadbetter and friends of the Lahey Clinic
is so perfectly balanced that It is
for their many acts of kindness.
Ambulance Service
M O R T IC IA N S
moved by a motor of one-third
Mrs Clyde E McIntosh. Mr and
SAVE FIVE DOLLARS
Mrs. Andrew Ollcbrlst, Master Ernest
horsepower and can be adjusted to
•
M Gilchrist
•
On every new set of teeth ordered
a hair's breadth.’'
Ambulance Serried
daring this month. Make appoint
R U S S E LL
CARD OF THANKS
ments (or Tuesday. Thursday and
TELA. 888 AND 781-1
The many kindnesses received by me Friday. Office over Newberry’s 5c 4
FUNERAL H O M E
A Manhattan physicist has dis
from relatives, neighbors and friends 10c Store. Telephone 415-W.
• CLAREMONT ST .
TEL. 862
covered that infra-red rays from a
mines were greatly
during m y recent llllnees.
1-8M KAIN ST, ROCKLAND
DR. J. H. DAMON, Dentist
ROCKLAND, MR.
appreciated.
low-opwercd
lamp
aids
In
releving
Mrs. Ada L. Spear
IW -tf
52-tf
N-U
arthritis.
South W w re n
.

The Home Garden

WALDO THEATRE
4

Arizona
Delaware
Idaho
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Montana
Nebraska

John D. Spear.
20 Franklin St.
Robert Speed.
30 Franklin St.
Charles R Staples. 58 Rankin St.
Dana W. Staples.
99 Cedar St.
Isaac S Starman.
5 Water St.
Oliver Starrett,
19 Ocean St.
Albion Stone,
68 Grace S t.
John Sutherland,
5 South St.
Robert Sylvester, 33 Rockland St.
Frank Temple.
66 Orace St
John P. Tyler.
92 Camden St
Edward E. Ulmer, 236 Rankin St.
Orris E. Ulmer,
49 Brewster St.
Edwin Wade.
Waldo Ave.
J. B. Waterhouse, 26 No Mam St.
Charles A. Wentworth,
15 Rockland St.
Philip F. Witham, 145 Pleasant St.

M A R TIN SV ILL E

Nevada
New Mexico
North Dakota
Oregon
South Dakota
Texas
U tah
W est Virginia
Wyoming

I

rkfa toda or when jo u are oerrous. harried or
ttaw poorer flffkff atonweh o f t * Stan out too
much fluid. Your food doesn't dlfMt and you
have 5m . heartburn, flaaaea. pain or eaur
•tomach. You feel 8O«r, ■Tck end iiptH all over.
ttarteia.M f norer take a leaetWe for auwaerk
pain. It Is daocoroua end fool I ah. I t U kw tboaa

s k i s r m II AU tor

SUGGESTIONS
FOR

JUNE BRIDES
A Wide Variety in Styles, Designs
aisd Prices
Electrical G ifts Are Practical
Gifts May B e Exchanged If
Duplicated

Mr and Mrs. Wallace Watts are
guests of their daughter Mrs. G ard 
ner Wall in Springfield. Mass.
Miss Mary Black has returned to
Waldoboro.
Mrs. Rosa B. Seavey entertained
the Ladies' Circle last Thursday.
The next meeting will be with Mrs.
Gertrude Small.
Frank L. Crockett and Arnold
Stanley who are employed in W hit
insville, Mass., spent several days at
home recently.
Mrs. Leroy Hupper has entered
tlie Central Maine General Hospi
The Ideal W ay To Make Coffee
tal in Lewiston for observation.
G lu s C o ffee MaJcers
Capt. Aaron Wall and family of
By
Arlington, Mass., are pending a
General Electric, Universal
few days a t their home here super
SILE X
intending repairs.
$
3
.9
5
,
$ 4 .9 5 , $ 5 .9 5
Miss Helen Hupper and Mrs. H ar
old Hupper observed their birthdays
Tuesday night with a family party
The evening was spent socially. Ice
cream and cakes were served.
Mrs. Nelson Gardner is recover
ing from a broken rib. sustained in
a fall while housecleaning.
Mr. and Mrs Sidney Chase of
Haverhill. Mass, and Mrs. Joel
Hupper and Miss Marjorie Hupper
TO ASTERS
of Bangor have arrived for the sum 
N on-Autom atic and Automatic
mer.
In B rig h t (Chrome FinUh
Roger Leonard of Bangor spent
$ 1 .9 5 , $ 2 .9 5 , $ 4 .9 5 u p
the weekend a t his cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Dwyer of
Hebron passed the weekend here,
preparing his gardens for summer
• • • •
Fiftieth Anniversary
The Ladies' Circle observed thc
50Ui anniversary of its founding
Friday night with a public supper,
F L A T IRONS
Non-Autom atic and Automatic
roll call and entertainment which
By
depicted the first meeting. Young
General Electric, W’eslingliouse
women in authentic dresses and
$ 2 .9 5 to $ 8 .9 5
hats read the letters of absent |
members at the roll call and re
raZ ^ m a in i
viewed the articles of the Constitu
tion. Mrs. E. R. Maxwell read a CENT)
well written history of the organi
FOWB
zation.
61&63
Other numbers were: Songs by
Mrs. Charles Morris. Miss Christina
Crockett and Miss Virginia W hite:
an original poem written by Mrs.
David Ervine and read by Mrs. J.
WONDERFUL DISINFECTANT
Wesley Stuart; a reading by Helen
D E O D O R A N T
Hupper; welcome by Dennis Sim
mons and remarks by Rev. J. Wes
Sick Rooms
ley Stuart. About $50 was realized
The women who planned this
Kitchens
successful Affair were: Mrs. T. B
Garage Floors
Harris. Mrs Gertrude Small. Mrs
Etta Harris. Mrs. Ethel Stanley.
Concrete Floors
Mrs. Gertrude McDermott, Mrs.
Stone Steps
Lillian Stanley, Mrs. Oertrudc Hup
Refrigerators
per. Mrs. Arlene Stuart. Mrs. ClarlDrain Pipes
bel Andrews. Mts. E R. Maxwell,
Toilet
Bonis
Mrs. Elizabctli Davis and Mrs.
Lavatories
Mrs. Elizabeth Davis and Mrs
Garbage Pane
Olivia Verier.

Cate’s Magic Water

Cao be
Used
For

Thc maximum width of the path
of a solar eclipse Is 160 miles

Takes all
Onoe

Advertising In
T H IS
PAPER
Is a
G ood Investment

away
Always Used

T ake a tip from leading pro
fession al growers. T hey use
fertilizers specially- form u 
la ted for each crop, because
ea ch crop feeds differently.
S a m e thing holds for the
h om e garden. T hat’s why
w e offer TWO Agricos for the
h o m e garden — two differ
e n t formulae, for two differ
e n t Jobs: one, Agrico for
Lawns, Trees A Shrubs . . .
th e other, Agrico for G ar
d en s. Try some Agrico and
see th c difference.

WHAT IS YOUR HOBBYTI

BURPEE’S

far UdlsW tt a

frLAWNl.TI ,
eedtMRUl*

sA

Crie Hardware Co.
<08 MAIN ST.
TEL. 191

AGKICO— THt N fil lG h S l EAGIHC 1 1 R i I l iz (• H

W A S H IN G T O N

WALDOBORO

Every-O ther:D av
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Shifting The Jobs

LA W. Field D ay

Mrs. Merton Anthony was a
G eorge
Leadbetter
W ill
High schools of Liberty, Appleton, Rockland visitor recently.
ft f t f t ft
and Washington held a field day
Andrew Wyeth of Philadelphia Is
MRS. LOUISE MTLIJCR
H ead th e Department O f
here Friday. This was the first a t the Wyeth cottage on Spruce
Correspond cut
Institutions
time the high schools have ever car Point.
ft ft ft ft
ried on a field day and it is hoped
Mrs. Enid Monaghan has received
The last Legislature passed a law
T el. 27
th a t this will be continued in the the appointment of postmaster. |
providing
for the dividing of the
future. There were 140 present, in Sha has been acting postmaster
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Butters of cluding pupils and teachers. Liberty
department
of Health and Welfare
since the resignation of Miss Emma
Cambridge. Mass., spent the week High School scored the most points
of which department George W.
Buker.
end at their summer home at Slaigo —00. Appleton came in second.
Mrs. Charles Hupper is visiting Leadbetter is the Commissioner. It
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Brown of scoring 33 points and Washington; relatives in Massachusetts,
was the judgment of the members
Rockland were guests Sunday of th ird with 18 points.
, Mrs. Florence Simmons spent the
of the legislature that Mr LeadMrs. Jennie Benner.
Tire final baseball game was won ! weekend in’ Rockland
Sumner Hancock, a member of by Washington; the final girls soft-I Mrs. Alice Marshall of Rockland better had too much not only
the high school faculty, was guest ball game won by Liberty.
is passing a lew weeks at her home Health and Welfare but the S tate
speaker Wednesday night at the
Welfare Institutions. The bill cre
Events and results were:
*
J here.
Lion's Club.
Fifty-yard relay for girls: 1st: Mrs. Addle Kelso has returned ated a department oi Institutions
Miss Olive Piper, a student nurse Liberty; 2nd, Appleton; 3rd Wash-1 home after spending several weeks and another depaitmen of H ealtn
a t Mrs. Poster's home in Thomas
a t the State S treet Hospital, Port ington.
and Welfare.
land recently visited her p aren ts, Half-mile run. boys: 1st. Liberty; ton. Mrs. Kelso is much improved
Mr. Leadbetter will be made the
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Piper.
2d Liberty. 3d, Appleton; 4th, in health.
head
of the department of Institu
Mr.
and
Mrs
W
P
Mitchell
of
Mrs. Irene Sprague has returned Liberty.
,.
Wakefield,
Mass,
spent
the
weekend
tions
and will be relieved of the
Baseball-throw
for
girls;
1st
Ap«
from several weeks visit in New
York, New Jersey and Bermuda pleton; 2d, Liberty; 3d and 4th, a t their cottage here.
Health and Welfare work. The lat
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Fidler. Miss !
.-Jjr
She was accompanied to Bermuda Appleton.
ter will be a department by itself
M.
L. Lewis and Miss Elsie Lowell
Broad
jump
for
girls:
1st,
L
ibert#
by her sister Mrs. Marion Froelich. |
and will have two bureaus, a bureau
Misses Annie O. Welt and Anne 2d Washington; 3d, Appleton: 4tfiJ have returned home after spending
of
health and a bureau of welfare.
the
winter
in
Arizona
Welt were recent guests of Mr. and Liberty. Winning jum p was 11 ft-efc
•
•
•
•
Dr
Coombs who has served as di
Mrs. Charles Studley at Glen Cove. 8 inches; second. 11 feet 7 inches. >
Rose E. M o n r o
Short-put:
1st,
Liberty,
34
feet
rector
of health since the depart
Geraldine Achorn, 10-year-old'
Rose E (Cushman) wife of ment was organized, resigned some
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Amos 4 Inches; 2d, Liberty, 31 feet 5
Charles Monro who died May 12 at | ,nonths a({0
reslgnat;on not t0
Achorn fell 25 feet Saturday from Inches; 3d, tie Liberty and Appleton
the age of 72, was born in Friend- i take effect until June 1. In his
29
feet.
a ladder leading to the hay mow
another physimn wU,
ap.
100-yard dash for boys; flnlalMr ship but had been a resident of this
in the barn of Howard Benner. Tire
place
for
many
years.
She
is
sur
pointed to be director of health.
child was badly bruised and suf in 12 Seconds—1st, 2d. Bd laberttV
vived by her husband: one daugh Who th at appointee will be has not
fered a slight concussion althoughJ 4th Washington.
50-yard dash for girls: finished in ter, Mrs. Fannie Davis; several been decided Dr McDonald will be
no bones were broken.
7’4
seconds—1st and 2d. Liberty; 3d„ brothers, sisters and grandchildren director of Welfare Then there
Miss Grace Gutchfleld, R. N., a
Kj Mrs. Monro was a devoted grand- will be a commissioner of health
Washington
4th, Appleton.
native of England Is guest of Mrs
js^i
mother to four whose mother, Mrs and welfare who is yet to be select
Three-legged race for girls
Crosby Waltz.
Hazel
Davis, died several years ago
ed.
Mrs. Anna McLaughlin who spent Liberty; 2d, Appleton; 3d, Washing
Funeral services were conducted
ton;
4
th
Liberty.
The work of this commissioner
the winter In Blue Hill has returned
High-Jump for girls: 1st Liberty, at the Advent Christian Church. will be very exacting and it is real
to her home on Main street.
John HoUn»n " t t ^ t i n g . Two ized by the Oovmernor th at an ad
Miss Besse Reed went Saturday 4 feet 4 inches: 2d, Liberty. 4 feet
favorite hymns of the deceased were
3
inches;
3d
Liberty,
4
feet
2
inches;
ministrator of exceptional ability
to Rangeley where she has employ
sung by the choir. The floral
4th, Appleton, 4 feet 1 inch.
will have to be chosen for the place.
ment for the summer.
High-Jump for boys: 1st, tie Lib tributes were beautiful. The bear He is now looking about for this
Mrs. Louise G ray of Hallowell
erty,
4 feet 7 Inches; 2d tie, Appleton ers were Forest Hupper. Calvin Sim man. D r Hanscom will continue
has been recent guest of Mrs. Wil
mons. Samuel Davis and Rodney ,
4
feet
6 inches.
with institutions under Mr. Leadliam Flint.
Davis.
Burial was in the Ridge
100-yard relay for boys: 1st Lib
better
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Miller have
cemetery in Glenmere.
moved from Augusta and are oc e rty ; 2d Washington; 3d. Appleton.
Morning:
Baseball—
Liberty
5,
Ap
cupying an apartm ent on Marble
SO U TH W ARREN
G LEN M ERE
pleton 1.
avenue.
Softball (girls)—Liberty 21, Wash
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Lermond of
The Senior Class will serve a pub
Rev. and Mrs. J. Wesley Stuart
Jefferson were visitors Sunday at G .
lic supper Friday in Odd Fellows ington 4.
Afternoon: Baseball — Liberty 5, attended the Baptist S tate Conven A Lermond s
dining room.
tion in Dover-Foxcroft the past
Washington
6.
Mr. and Mrs. Merritt Hyler mo
Harlan McLain, Philip Hutchins,
week.
Softball
(girls)—Liberty
17.
Appletored Sunday to Auburn and called
Leon Hoak, C harles Howe Jr., and
Mrs Byron Davis has returned
on relatives.
Ouy Abbotonl were weekend guests to n 9.
from
a visit with her daughter, Mrs.
Events closed with a weenie roast
Mr and Mrs. L B. Wood of Milli
in Casco of Sum ner Hancock. The
Chauncy Keene in Rockland.
nocket were weekend guests a t O.
group was Joined Sunday by Elea followed by a dance in the evening.
Mrs. Ethel Day of Friendship was
W. F. Hatch sustained severe in
A. Copeland's. They were accom
nor Miller, Virginia Genthner, Ella
guest
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. A. W
panied by Mr. and Mrs. Wainwright
Rider and Mary Miller who were juries to his mouth and face Friday Hooper.
Reed who visited Mrs. Alice Cook in
accompanied by Mrs. William Labe when one of his oxen gored him with
Mr. and Mrs C. A. Schellens of [
The party returned Sunday night. a lifted horn. He was taken to Marblehead Mass , were a t their Warren.
Emily Stone and Eleanor Fales
Mrs. Gerald Dalton, Mrs. Lila Knox Hospital for x-rays.
cottage a few days recently.
were victims of an unfortunate acci
Lovejoy and Mrs. Francis Reed
Mrs. Watson Barter was recent
dent while engaged in a game Of
At tlie New York W orlds Fair is
visited Saturday in Rockland.
guest of her sister. Mrs Verona Mil-1
ball in Union. Saturday, the former
Mrs Henry Mason spent Monday a precision machine th a t measures ler in Port Clyde.
I losing two front teeth and the lat
th e thickness of hair. A visitor
with relatives in Nobleboro.
Byron Davis is on a trip to New
Alfred Ellis is visiting in Farm  drops one of his hairs into the ma Brunswick. Canada with his nephew ter receiving a wound in the fore! head.
rin e and a printed slip comes out
ington.
Byron Coombs of Cushing.
Mr. and Mrs. Kelsey Lash were showing the hair's thickness in
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Harris of
thousandths of an inch.
visitors Sunday in Lynn, Mass.
G LEN CO VE
[Tenant's Harbor called Tuesday on
Thomas Brown and Frederick
"
..................
- ■
4 = Miss Edith Harris.
Brummitt went Monday to Boston Edith Levensaler went to Machias
A meeting of the Ladies' Circle Miss Therese Smith has sold her
farm to Pearson Menher of Texas
where they will spend a few days. Thursday, returning Saturday.
last Thursday at Mrs. Rosa Seavey's
Mrs. James Waltz was a Portland P ort Clyde home was attended by Iwhom will make his summer resi
Mrs. Cassie Simmons has re 
dence there.
turned from th e Little Nursing visitor Saturday.
Mrs. J. W. Stuart. Mrs. Byron DaMr. and Mrs Chester Douglas of
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Miller afld Sris. Mrs. Jennie Sheerer, Mrs. Frank
Home where she has been a patient
Mr. and Mrs. Jam es R. Bancroft daughter Nancy spent 8unday in [Wiley, Miss Rosa Teele and Miss Miami. Fla., and children Lois and
Donald were guests Tuesday a t Mrs.
of Waban, Mass., have been recent Bangor as guests of Mr. and Mr Edith Harris.
Sarah Lufkin’s. Mr Douglas has
Forrest G. Fogg.
guests of Mrs. Richard Elkins.
An Illinois sued for divorce be- employment at the Samoset Hotel
Mrs. Bessie S. Kuhn and daugh
Mr. and Mrs. George Chilles of
Mt. Desert were visitors Sunday a t ter, Patricia were weekend guests "cause her husband Joined the army for the summer.
of Mr. and Mrs. Chester Knowles ^without her consent. She charged
Mrs. Annie G ra n t’s.
Iron is rarely found In pure form,
he broke his promise to join the
Miss Frances Achorn has returned in Portland.
The Susannah Wesley Society Navy so he could help build up her except in meteorites. It must go
■from California where she passed
will meet Thursday afternoon with stam p collection with letters from through many costly processes be
the winter.
fore industry can use it.
foreign ports.
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay and Miss Mrs. Porter Soule.

A rtist’s im p ression of cast a n d set of ‘‘O N L Y ANG ELS H A V E W IN G S.”
tion, May 2 8 , 2 9 ,3 0 .

W ald o Theatre sp ecial holiday attrac

WARREN
ft ft ft ft
ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
Tel. 40
Callers Sunday at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. John Marshall were
Miss Rosa Roberts. Neil Roberts and
Mr. Seeklns of Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett A Bird of
Cascade. N. H„ were weekend guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry V. Starrett.
Crescent Temple will meet Friday
night. Supper will be in charge of
the K P. members.
Mrs. Susie Phllbrook returned
Sunday from Friendship where she
passed* few days with her daugh
ter. Mrs. K enneth Thompson
Roland Berry has been 111.
The O ranunar pupils enjoyed an
outing Saturday In Union. 8oft
ball was played between the girls
teams of W arren and Union, and
base ball between the boys. W ar
ren grammar school lost both
games. A damper was put on the
day’s outing, when in jumping to
catch a line drive. Emily Stone and
Eleanor Fales of Warren collided,
the former sustaining two broken
front teeth
Mr. and Mrs Harold Wotton, who
are residing a t the home of John
Fullerton, following their recent
marriage, were pleasantly surprised
Saturday night. 28 relatives, neigh
bors and friends gathering for a
party and shower of gifts which in
cluded glassware, linen, lamp, and
kitchen utensils Punch and cake
were served.
Members of Warren Lodge. I. O.
O. F who attended the district
meeting Wednesday in T enant’s
Harbor were: Edwin Gammon, Einerson O Perkins. Eknerson W. Perk
ins. Fred S ta rre tt and Capt. Charles
Young.
Sisko Lehto. in behalf of the cast
of the senior class play, repeated
Friday, presented a gift to Miss
Eleanor Goodwin, coach. About 818
was realized for the Junior high
school building.
The Fire Department was called
to three fires Saturday—in the fore
noon to a fire which had caught in
the room of the Charles Overlock
Ice house, from burning brush fire:
at noon to Sterling, where a grass
and woods fire set by Knox Rail
road Locomotive, threatened the
Sterling cemetery and the Sterling
school building; and at 4.30 to a
woods fire between W. A. Creamer s
farm and th e Virgil Hills farm, In
woodland on the latter farm. All
were taken in the nick of time to
prevent serious damage. Twenty
volunteers were called to Sterling
and 50 to the Hills farm.
A rehearsal of the officers of Ivy
Chapter. O X S. Is called for Thurs
day a t 7 o'clock.
• • • •
A Furniture Hobby
Bryan Robinson, machinist at
Oeorges River Mills, has a hobby,
that of making furniture in the
basement of his home which he has
equipped with electric machinery. In
cluding a combination saw and
Joiner, a variety molder or spindle
shaper, and a combination drill and
mortiser, electric grinder and band
saw.
His latest accomplishment is a
beautiful grandfather clock case, of
scroll design, made from kiln dried
rock maple, finished in mahogany
It has a scroll top and hood, with a
pillMter each aide of the face. The
face has serpentine hands, brass nu merals screwed on and filagree work
in the corners. The frosted two ton?
background of the face has the hour
circle In silver, with moving moon
and markie landscapes in oil visible
as the wheel turns
Antique knobs grace each side of
the face. Plate glass has been set
Into the front, through which may
be seen the three brass weights. The
feet of this case, the most difficult
pArt of the cabinet, according to
Mr. Robinson, are Queen Anne type,
difficult to get out because of the
angles. Every piece of the case was
made in his workshop even to the
curved moldings. Well modulated
cathedral chimes strike each quarter
hour.
• * • •
H ig h School Activities

(B y Madeleine Haskell)

Sisko Lehto and Annette Haskell
went Saturday to Belfast to compete
In the finals In this district for a
scholarship
a t the University of
■F / skl£/y< ~ <v
Maine.
v j -J7 * .
The girls’ soft ball team which
played Union High Thursday in
zk
Union, was victorious, 7 to 4. Bat
4 J
tery for W arren was S tarrett and
Simmons.
The play, "Aunt Susie Shoots the
Works ’ was presented at Town hall
Friday night. Ushers were Bertha
Anderson, Madeleine Haskell, Eve
lyn Sm ith and Ruth Starrett. These
girls also sold candy between the
acts. Music was furnished by the
High School Orchestra under direc
tion of Miss Verna Robinson.
“This new Columbia film recently at Radio City M usic Hall in New York, stars for the first tim e together, Cary Grant and Jean Arthur, both
At a Student Council meeting held
of whom h a v e been outstanding in recent Columbia pictures. Jean Arthur w ill be remembered for her work in “You Can't Take'It With You" and recently, it was voted to have a
Cary G rant in last season’s “Holiday.'* “Only Angels H ave Wings’’ set ag a in st a background of th e South American Andes should prove one o f the school banquet May 20 a t the Bap
outstanding pictures of the summer season. In addition to two s h o w v e t t i n g there will be m atinees every day a t 240.—adv,
64* It
tist C h u rc h . Ruth Starrett, Marie

'cSiiKsB

'J

Maine’s Clam Flats
A re T o H ave System atic
S u rvey; M ussels, O ysters
and Q uahogs

Courier-Gazette Cross-Word Puzzle

Plans for the first complete and
accurate survey of Maine clam flats
from Kittery to Eastport are being
made by the Sea and Shore Fish
eries Commissioner Arthur R.
Greenleaf. Within the next two
months he expects to have available
a chart which will show every bed.
either producing or capable of pro
duction. as well as a case history of
each of the areas. Mussel and po
tential oyster and quahaug beds will
also be included in the survey,
Greenleaf said
He will assign the Job to his
warden force. Each man will be
expected to supply the necessary
data in his territory. The laiger
islands will be Included. The de
partment will seek to find out why
former abundant areas are not now
producing, to trace the effects of
pollution and over digging and sum
marize in graphic form all beds on
which digging is restricted under
V E R T IC A L (C o n t.)
H O R IZ O N T A L (C o n t.)
H O R IZ O N T A L
local laws.
9 - E m m ete
1 -O r d e r
4 8 -R e p u ls e
10- D efa ce
7 - P a r t o f a flow er (p i.) 4 7 - H o s tllity betw een
Oreenleaf said that he expected
1 1 - T h e a c t of escaping
cla n s
the survey to be of great value in 1 3 - R e lie v e s
12- T h ln
4 8 - W ild (S c o t.)
14- P e r ta in in g to
mapping out a long term program
1 0 -A th ic k to u p
5 1 -C o m b in in g fo rm .
p u n is h m e n t
for improving the clam industry. 15 - S c in tllla te
18 -C o m p a c t
N eed le
2 2 - ln te r d ic t
6 2 -T o p e rm e a te
He believes that eventually the 1 7 -T o e n te r w ith o u t
6 5 -O e v lc e fo r b row ning 2 3 - O ru n k a rd
In v ita tio n
state will recognize the value of
2 6 -W a r d s off
1 9 - E u ro p e a n co un try
bread
clam propagation and appropriate
2 8 -D o m e s tic a te d
6 8 -L a rg e tea-d u ck
(a b b r .)
money for large scale operations. 2 0 - J a p a n e a e coin
32 - Keener
5 9 - W e lr d
3 3 - V o lc a n o on Islan d
Experiments in various areas will 2 1 - M a n ’a na m e ( It a l.) 6 0 - R eclalm e
o f M a rtin iq u e
be tried during the next two years. 2 2 - S e iie a w it h th e te e th 6 1 - C lo th e d
3 4 - P e n e tra te d
2 4 -T o tw is t
There has been much discussion Z S -E n c lo a u re
3 5 - S a rd in la (a b b r .)
VERTICAL
3 6 - C h ie f B a b y lo n ia n
about conditions of the flats and 7 3 -A g lta te
god
the industry in general and Green 2 7 -S m a ll c h ild
3 7 - F o rm ideas
1 - B u ra t as u n d er
2 9 - S u ffix. U sed to In
leaf intends to find out the exact
2- 8 to p p in g
3 8 - T h e d e vil
d ic a te fu ln e ta
situation. Changing conditions will 30- Sced co verin g
3 * -T o le r a t e d
3 - M a rln e r
4 2 - H in d e rs
be recorded each year providing an 3 1 - O ne w h o curse hides 4 - Beseechee
5 - C o m b in in g fo rm . F a r 4 3 - R ec lin e d
82-Wastee
accurate check of the supply.
4 9 - C o n e tru c te d
6 - D ru g used to con
lo e e by
The Mussel survey will be used to 2*O6 -C
5 0 - N ud e
tr a c t p u p il of th e
-A fo w l
determine the supply for a poten 4 1 -S o r r o w fu l
5 3 - C o n ten d w ith
eye
7- O ld m usical in stru  5 4 - D e m o c ra tic (a b b r .)
tial market which Greenleaf and 4 3 - C rim s o n
5 6 -O v e r (c o n tr .j
m en t
the Maine Development Commis 4 4 - L a ir
4 7 - L lt t le s it te r
8 - H a lf a score
4> -S (i'g > n g voice
sion is developing. Oyster and qua
■
(Answer T o Previous Puzzle)
haug cultivation is scheduled in
Greenleaf’s program.
P L E A S A N T P O IN T
According to department records
no statewide study of shellfish has
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Morse have
been made and statements regard returned home having spent the
ing the industry in general have past winter In Florida.
been based mostly on speculation.
Gloria Orne daughter of Mr. and
Mrs Alfred Ome Is suffering with
a fractured arm result of a fall.
C L A R K ISL A N D
MRS MAURICE JONES
Miss Margaret McKnight of Rock
Correspondent
land recently showed stereoscopical
Mr. and Mrs Lewis Yattaw and slides of the Holy Land at the home
of Mr and Mrs. Lawrence Stlmpson
family have moved to Rockport.
Mrs Laura Richards of Rockland, All schcol children and their par
formerly of this place and her ents and a few friends attended.
Mr. and Mrs. W aiter Irish and (now married); Eleanor Howard
daughters. Mrs Nina White and
Mrs Evelyn Ludwig, and grand daughter Beverly and Mr. Irish’s Oray and Howard and De Winter
daughter Mrs. Dorothy Libby and sister Miss Irish of Portland were Gray; also two great grandchildren,
her children Marilyn and Patricia visitors Mothers’ Day a t the home children of Carl Oray. 3d —By Mrs.
Madeline Stlmpson.
Libby were visiting relatives here of Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Seavey.
Tuesday.
Arbor Day was observed Friday
at both schools
Mrs William Caven is caring for
her father of Rockland.
Mrs. Mabel Allison of Rockland
spent last weekend with her sister.
Mrs. Edith M. Cameron
• • • •

Mr and Mrs. Leslie Young were
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
George Cooley in South Cushing.
During the afternoon they motored
to Friendship to see friends of
Block Island, R. I., who are having
a boat built there by Frank Winchenbaugh.
J. B. Crittenden and Melba Ulmer
M rs. M a ry B a u m
were visitors Sunday a t Lawrence
On Mothers' Day, May 14 at even
Stimpson's.
tide after many of her children,
Mr and Mrs. Leslie Morton were
grandchildren and great-grand
callers 8unday a t Laura Flinton's.
children had brought greetings and
se e s
gifts, Mrs. Mary Baum, entered in
Carl Gray
to eternal life T hat she was look
The friends and relatives of the
ing forward without fear to this late Carl Gray were much shocked
experience Is revealed In the little to hear of his sudden death. This
poem Mrs. Baum had clipped and community feels th at it has lost
treasured:
a great member in one who held
“It's only a wonderful Journey
From an old world to a new
Where Oolden Oates have opened wide
To let our loved ones through
And there with ju it the aame glad
s m ile

And the heart we cherlahed so
Our dear one waltv until we meet
In the land where loved ones go."

Mrs Mary (Grierson) Baum was
born An Dalbeatie Scotland and
there grew to young womanhood
and was married to Joseph Baum.
To this union eight children were
born. Her husband and two daugh
ters preceeded her in death. Her
daughters and sons. Mrs. Margaret
Maker of Spruce Head, Mrs. Har
riet Niles, Mrs. Mary Ames, James
Baum of Rockland. Joseph Baum
Jr., of South Thomaston, and Mrs.
Vida Blomburg of Clark Island;
with Mrs. Julia Johnson of Clark
Island, a granddaughter and 27
other grandchildren and 20 great
grandchildren, mourn the loss of
this devoted mother and grand
mother. Deceased Is also survived
by a sister. Mrs. Charles Hinckley
of Stony Creek. Conn.
Relatives, friends and neighbors
met in the chapel at Clark
Island to pay tribute to Mrs. Baum
who had lived among them for 52
years. She was known as one who
was always kind, friendly and
thoughtful and gave all who came
to her door a welcome. The service
was conducted by Rev. Newall
Smith of Tenant's Harbor
The
many floral offerings gave a silent
but beautiful testimony of the sincare respect and affection held for
one who had lived so long and so
well among them. (Contributed)

Hints to Gardeners
6? H erold Coulter

V titH b le Expert
fe r r y Seed S titio e

Know

Y o u r H e rb s

ERBS are becoming more popu
lar each year because they are
easy to grow and help make every
day dishea more appetizing and
such an honorable and high position flavorful.
He|T are Important facta about
in life. His congenial spirit and
the more Important herbs:
friendliness will always be remem
Anise—Seeds used to flavor
bread, cake, cookies and candy;
bered by everyone who knew him.
Mr. Gray's mother, Virginia Oray, greed leaves good for salad flavor
ing.
daughter of Capt. George Davis,
Borage—Leaves and flowers give
was born on the estate now owned nnusuat tang to fruit drinks and are
by Alva Carle. After the death of ! good j’&rnfsh for salads; blossoms
as cut flowers.
Mrs. Davis, Mr. Gray s grandmother attractive
Balm—Fresh sprigs add flavorful
Capt. Davis married the widow of touch to fruit drinks.
Basil—Leaves give spicy taste to
Capt. George Young (Elizabeth
Young) thus uniting, two large fam green salads, to dishes containing
tomato or cheese, and to meats and
ilies. The former Mrs. Davis and soups. ‘
Cariway—Seeds used to flavor
Mrs. Young were sisters and rela
tives of the Davis and Young fam bread, cake, cookies, cheeses, baked
apples and other baked (ruita.
ilies before their first marriages 1 Chives—Young leaves eaten like
and their second marriages brought onions, or cut up to flavor soups
the two families into closer relation-1 and saladH.
D lll-^ B o th seeds and leave* used
ship.
for moking dill pickles.
At the time of Capt. Davis' second
Sweet Fennel—Fresh stems eaten
marriage he made his home with like celery or used In salads; bulb
his wife on the property owned by at base eaten raw or cooked; leaves
add flavor to sauces and soups,
her and through heirship, now seeds used to flavor candy
Marjoram—Often used for sea
owned by Capt (Leslie Young. There
fore it will be seen th at the de soning poultry dressings, young
leaves -also good In salads and
ceased leaves here several relatives. soups, innkes attractive house
Mr. Grays mother Virginia Gray plant.
resided here and Mr. O ray himself | Sage—Excellent for use In meat
poultry dressings
therefore spent a great deal of h is . and
Summer savory — Leaves and
boyhood here.
flowering tops used In dressings,
In later years, because of his rela- boiled with peas and snap beans, or
tlonships he tried to buy his cut up fresh on salads.

mothers birthplace, but being un
able to do so, he bought the property of a Mr. Payson, which had
been his summer home for many
years. It is thus seen how closely
he was affiliated with this commun
ity, and how residents feel that they
have lost a great friend and rela
tive. However they hope that other
members of the family will continue
their residence here as they have
Marr and Marian Wallace are on In the past.
|
the committee.
Survivors in the Immediate family
The Seniors are planning a class are: Mr. and Mrs. Carl Gray, 2d,
trip to be taken after graduation.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell O ray and Dr.
Rehearsal ifar the [Senior class and Mrs. Howard Gray; grandchild
parts began Monday.
ren, C a r l O ra y 3d, G la d y s G ra y

H
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Field And Stream

VINALHAVEN*a-

Ran Away From Home

Learned

DUTCH

ST O N IN G T O N

POPEYE PLEASE N O T E

W ith Ice Out A n gler* Are J e u H irsch, Native o f R o c k 
H appy— W hat “ Blackie”
land, N ow a B each com b 

MRS OSCAR C. LAN®
Correspondent
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er In Florida

Union Church Circle will meet
Thursday .There will be work on
quilts In the afternoon, and supper
will be served at 5.30.
Capt and Mrs. Leroy 'Ames were
home from Camden for over Sun
day.
A large party accompanied the
High School baseball players to
Rockland Friday and saw them win
both games from Lincoln Academy.
All patriotic orders are requested
to meet at the Grand Army rooms
Fr.day to make wreaths for Mem
orial Day. It will be an all day
session.
Dr Ralph Earle and Clarence
Bennett, were In Southwest Harbor

iMrs. Susie Sawyer of iPortland is
Mr and Mrs Alfred Jackson and
visiting her Sisters, Mrs. Mabel Bil baby recently moved to their home
lings and Mrs Edna Merrill.
here from Bath where they spent
Miss Grace Faulklngham oi Ban
the winter months.
gor passed the weekend with friends
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Richardson
here.
Mr. and Mrs. flR. E. Eaton of of Portland passed last weekend
Rockland were recent vsitors at the with Mr and Mrs. Herbert Stahl.
home of (his mother, Mrs. Lois
Rev. and Mrs. H. R. WinchenEaton.
baugh of Rockland were visitors
Mrs. Helen Robbins Is visiting her Friday at Mrs. Therese Shuman'S.
sister, Mrs. Muriel Parkhurst, In
Mr and Mrs. Benjamin Gross and
daughter Betty of Auburn were
Unity.
Mildred Wood is passing two guests Sunday of Mr Gross’s par
weeks' vacation with her parents, ents. Mr. and Mrs Edward Gross
R ead T h p C o u rie r-G a z e tte
Edward Yore of Auburn was a
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Wood.
Emma Gross, who has returned
from a visit with her daughter In
Bath, Is employed a t the home oi
Mrs. Celeste Coombs.
Mrs. Alice Banks Is visiting her
parents in Vinalhaven.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Hatch have
moved to the Thecdore Boyce house '
at Green Head.
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Cleveland of
Bangor have been visiting Mrs. Les
lie Stinson.
|
Mrs. Annie Richardson passed
Mothers’ Day with her daughter,
Mrs. Sadie Powers, In Deer Isle.
|
Mrs. Lela Lufkin has moved to
the rent above T. H. Sturdee's store.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Harmon of Win
ter Harbor were recent guests ol
the Reuben Cousins.
Virgil Rice and family have moved
to the house recently occupied by
Mr and Mrs. Henry Smith
Mr and Mrs. Hubert Kline have
rented the Milton Allen house.
Linnie. Edna. Fern and Marie Bil- ‘
lings and Grace, Earle and Augusta
Shephard were recent visitors in
Bangor.
Mrs. Pearl Hutchinson has been
visiting her daughter Virginia Cole
PRICES ROCKLAND AND CAMDEN STORES ONLY
a t Sunset.
Regina Weed was given a surprise |
I LB.
party Thursday night in honor of
BROOKSIDE
ROLL
her 18th birthday. The evening was
spent in playing games. Guests j
MED.
were: Norma and Natalie Eaton.)
IIL N H E l.il
DOZ.
SIZE
Mary Coombs. Alvin Lord. Douglass
Barbour, Alvin Cole, Herbert. Ev- j
LB.
SLICED
erett and Frank Conary, Raymond I
Haskell. Ruth Austin. Mary Billings. I
NEW
MILD
David Sturdee, Frances Tracy, Win
LB.
ifred Forsyth, and Richard Billings.
NO. 2
Lewis Oray died May 17 after an
TINS
illness of 13 months. He Is survived
by his wife. Maisie: three sons, Nor
3 LB.
man, Walter and Adrian; two
TIN
brothers, James of this place, and
1 LB.
Asbury of New York city; and his
TIN
father. Abner Gray of Marblehead.
Funeral services were held at the
LB
Congregational Church, Rev. Arthur
PAPER
FIN E G R A N U LA 1S D
BAG
Rice officiating.
Henry Smith died in the Bluehlll
PKG
Hospital May 12 after a short Ill
ness. The cause of death was urae
mic coma. Mr. Smith Is survived
PKGS
by his wife. Marguerite (Nevells)
Smith; his mother, Mrs. Katherine
TALL
EVANGELINE
TINS
Gross; three brothers, Robert of
Stonington, Chester of Portsmouth.
No 3
GOLDEN
N. H . and George of Portland; and
BANTAM
T IN S
one sister, Gertrude Smith of Ston
Nolft
FINAST
ington.
TINS
SLICED OR HALVES

Chief Warden Raymond Morse Now th a t I have returned to
who knows every Inch of his vast Maine my thoughts often dwell on
Hancock county territory reports my chat with Jess Hirsch. who lives
the best fishing In years. More )in Joyful solitude on a small, bushthan 100 landlocked salmon and ;grown Island In sunny Boca O lg a
several dozen Chinooks were taken Bay Florida.
from Green Lake. (Wednesday and
The story of Jess Hirsch Is of in
Jordan Pond on Mt. Desert Island terest to Maine {oiks for he was
which has just been opened after born 90 years ago this coming May
a two year closed period yielded 142 15 in Rockland, the son of Oscar
trout averaging two pounds each Hirsch, a Grand Banks fisherman,
during the past three days. Forty His great-grandfather, Abraham
to 50 trout and 20 salmon were tak Hirsch, was a soldier of the Revolu
en from Echo Lake near Southwest tionary War. Jess Hirsch ran away
Harbor, Branch Pond and Molasses to sea when he was 14 years old,
Pond are tolling plenty of anglers. shipping as cabin boy out of New
The former offera brown trout, togue York on a sky-yarder bound for
and saImon wlth mo6tly salmon in Australia. He never returned to
Maine never married, and for near
the latter.
for over Sunday
T hes^kids must have eaten their spinach I They are actually pulling
Morse says that anglers are miss ly 60 years roved the seven seas,
Mrs. Fred Greenlaw visited Fri ing plenty of bets by not taking encountering a var.ety of adven this 160-’ on locomotive along its track at Canton, Ohio. There is
more to the trick, however, than just spinach. The engine is equipped
day In (Rockland.
advantage of the hundreds of little tures. Sixteen years ago he was dis with a type of tapered roller bearing developed for railroads which
The Knit-Wits were guests Tues fished and little known waters In charged from an oil tanker a t Tam- makes the largest locomotive roll so freely that even “three kid-power”
day night of Miss Doris Brown in his section. He offers a good tip pa and intrigued by Florida sun- is sufficient to move it with ease.
North Haven
In Hopkins Pond at Clifton near shine and prospects of an easy
Mrs George Gray and daughter Bangor on the Airline Route. One living, he built a palm-thatched every man should ease up a bit at of Japan and on this occasion I
Carrie returned Friday from Rock has to hike two miles to reach this hut on an Island In Boca-Ceiga bay. my age."
was adrift with three others for
land.
water but will be rewarded with an I t was quite by accident that I
"Wouldn't you like to see Rock two days in an open boat. We had
M.ss Frances MacArthur returned abundance of trout and big ones came upon this island recluse from
no food or water, and were In bad
land again?” I asked.
Sunday to (Boston.
too. Wednesday one angler took a the S tate of Maine. I was explor
shape
when rescued by a Japanese
“Yes. I would"’ he replied as he
Mrs. Raymond Webster and 4*4 and 5*4 pounder. The few ing the bay In a small boat equipped
tamped some tobacco Into the bowl fishing schooner. I sailed on sev
daughter Lois visited Friday In fishermen who know about this with a wheezy outboard motor when
pond have kept it a secret but I espied his hut nestling in a grove of his corncob, "but I have a pre eral English brigs, and cannot
Rockland.
Miss Mary Neilson returned S at recommend It as something worth of palmetto trees on the island monition th a t I shall stay In Florida praise too highly the treatment of
and die right on this island. I sus
urday from a few days visit with looking into. He says th at there are Hirsch, very agile for his 90 years,
sailors on British ships. With the
several boats available for hire
was repairing a rowboat on a crude pect th a t Rockland has changed so
relatives In Rockland
much th a t I'd feel homesick to go decline of sail I went into steam,
• • • e
landing th at made off from a sandy
Mrs. Frank Haskell was a Rock
Inland Fisheries and Oame Com beach. His long white whiskers back there. I have discovered that and for several years worked for the
land visitor Friday.
In this life It is futile to live In the Dollar line, visit ng all the impor
Mrs. Fred Mills and daughter missioner George J. Stobie states waved like a flag of truce in the
past. W hen one has made bis bed tant ports of the Far East. During
th
at
his
department
will
make
a
trade wind, and his gnarled fingers
Barbara returned Friday from
study of the Narraguagus River In plied a saw with the vigor of a he should lie in it and be content. the last of my sea career I worked
Rockland.
“I ran away to sea from Rockland mostly on oil tankers."
The Knit-Wits will meet tonight Washington and Hancock counties young man. Intrigued by this pic
76 years ago. and when I left that
"How does it happen," I asked,
this
summer
to
weigh
the
possibili
turesque old man and the semiwith Miss Erdine Calderwood
ties of developing It into a first class tropical setting. I slowed down the Penobscot bay town was a t the peak that you have arrived at the age
Atlantic salmon stream. He claims outboard motor and drew up to the of the heyday of sail. My father of 90 without acquiring a wife?"
NORTH H AVEN
was a G rand Banker and a severe
’Ho! ho!" he guffawed behind his
It has all of the qualifications but landing.
disciplinarian
as far as his family voluminous beard, “so you want to
th
a
t
improvements
are
needed.
The
Mrs Eva Cooper has returned
When I told the old-timer that I
were concerned. He was kind of pry into my private life?"
having spent a few weeks with her Columbia and Machias Rivers are hailed from the State of Maine he
cracked on religion and when he
'Oh. I don't mind." he added,
also
believed
good
possibilities.
son in Needham Mass
was warm in his welcome and in
came home from voyages prayed ex "there Is nothing to conceal. I was
Washington
county
folks
are
much
Clinton Teele of Vinalhaven Is
vited me ashore to chat about the
haustively at the table before every too busy seeing the world to think
employed as boatman for Mrs. C. D. pleased with the results of the Pine Tree State. Seldom have I met
meal. Sometimes his prayers would much about the ladies. During iny
Dennys
River
development
and
Norton.
a younger man at 90. His brown
run on for a half hour which was school days in Rockland I was kindwould
like
to
see
the
other
streams
eyes fairly snapped with vitality
John Beverage, young son of Mr.
pretty tough on us children. I re of sweet on a little blue-eyed lass
and Mrs. Albert Beverage hks re producing equally good catches. The and the part of his face th a t was
call the Thanksgiving day just be named Nellie Green. Maybe if I
Narraguagus
afford
nearly
50
miles
turned from Knox Hospital where
not covered by his voluminous
fore I ran away from home. On hadn't run away to sea she and I
of
water
and
enters
the
ocean
at
he was a surgical patient.
beard -was leathered by salty winds.
the
table was a big turkey with all might have made a go of it and
H s shoulders carried no stoop of
Mr and Mrs. Irven Stone and Milbrldge.
of the flxin's. It made my mouth perhaps today I'd be a granddaddy
• * • •
age, and his legs were as limber as
son, Douglas spent the weekend In
water ju st to look at th a t turkey. instead of a lonesome old sea dog
The dates of the annual State of
those of a boy. He smoked a corn
Vinalhaven.
We sat down to the table and father without kith or kin. Once, years ago
Maine trap shoot to be held at
cob pipe that was almot as black as
Phyllis Duncan passed the week
bowed his head and launched Into a when I was young and hearty, I
Waterville this year have been set a stove.
end with her mother. Mrs Kath
long prayer that dealt mostly with
for <Aug. 4. 5 and 6.
erine Duncan. Miss Duncan re
“I t has been 76 years," he told fhe whale swallowing Jonah. I almost fell for an ollve-skln«>d
« • • •
Poynesian g.rl on the Isle of Samoa.
turned Monday to New York
Although the rod and reel Is get me, "since I left the Maine coast, thought th a t whale would never She was as dainty as an orchid and
The annual alumni banquet will ting the big build-up as the sportiest and I have never gone back there. I finish swallowing and digesting
a6 sweet as a violet, but I'm glad
be held June 9 at the Haven's Inn. weapon for taking Maine* giant often long to see Maine before I Jonah, and In the meantime my
that I got over my Infatuation I
die
but
I
guess
I
never
shall.
I
like
The tickets are on sale by the class tuna the harpoon has plenty of sup
<Avn d.gestive organs set up an guess th at marriage is best for most
secretaries and It Is requested that porters. One of them is Senate the freedom of the life here. I have awful craving for some of th a t tur
folks, but somehow it evaded me.”
the tickets be bought before June President Sumner Sewell of Bath saved up a little nest egg from my key meat. Finally I couldn’t stand
And as I chugged away from the
many
voyages—
enough
to
last
me
3 for the convenience of the com He claims that It Is less work and
it any longer and slyly I reached little island this genial old beach
mittee.
a lot more fun. requiring just as until I finish out my life span. My out a hand and laid hold of one of comber resumed the repairing of his
much skill and (supplying many hobby is fishing, and I find no lack the legs of that nicely browned tur rowboat. Somehow I envied his
Attraction at Calderwood hall times as much action. Down on of It here in these waters, which are key, intending to snitch a piece of
carefree existence In sun-drenched
Wednesday. May 24. "Peck's Bad iBalley Island the boys use the har fairly alive with bass and sea trout, meat. Ju st then father finished his
Boca Ceiga bay—Henry Buxton in
Boy with the Circus" with Toni poon extensively. While coming I raise a small garden which keeps prayer, raised h!s eyes, and caught
The Bangor Daily News.
Kell’.' and Ann Olllls; also news and In from fishing late in the evening me supplied with vegetables, and I me in the act. He grabbed me by
comedy.—adv.‘
last summer William Munsey ran can get all the citrus fru it I want the hair, escorted me to the wood
UNION
DEER ISLE
into a big school took three stabs for the asking I keep ju st enough shed and gave me a flogging I shall
in the dark and got three fish hens to supply me with a half dozen never forget. Then I was sent to my
The
Nazarene
Young
People's
eggs a day, and I would rath er have
Emery Ellis, Margaret Ellis and
room for the remainder of the day Society Zone Rally of May 30 will
George Johnson went him one better
canned milk than fresh milk right
Walter
Ellis were In Deer Isle Inst
That night mother sneaked up some be an all day meeting, held In the
by harpooning a big fellow In mid
from the cow. I hava no fuel prob turkey bones for me to chew on,
Tuesday
to attend the funeral serv
air. As the fish arthed out of water
High School gymnasium. The list
lem and never have to dig myself but even this kindly act could not
ice of Mr. Ellis' nephew, Lewis C.
Johnson let the Iron fly and struck
of speakers and program will ap
out of a snow bank in the middle of melt away the bitterness in my
Ellis. Jr. Mr. Ellis was called Sun
him squarely amidships.
pear in the Thursday Issue of this
January. Yes, it Is an easy life but heart. The next day I shipped on
day to 'Deer Isle by the death of his
• • * •
paper. Officers oi this Society are:
Here’s a good one from Calais. A
a lime carrying schooner for New President. Mrs. J. W. Ames; vice brother, Allen T. Ellis.
local angler, nature lover and ie learned too much. During the York and soon after my arrival In president, Donald Cunningham; re
f e
l
animal trainer taught his cat night he took a peek into the ang the latter port I signed articles on cording secretary, Mrs Dorothy
Blackie to reach Into the goldfish ler’s live bait bucket. W hen morn the skyyarder Myrtle bound with Howard; dorresponding secretary.
By ABNBR GORDON
bowl and catch the little fellows ing came the bucket was empty and case oil for Sidney, Australia."
Bertha Moody; treasurer, Evelyn
T l( difficult at best to make palm with his paw. It seemed that Black- Blackie was full.
“For more than 40 years I sailed Danforth; music committee, Robert
stick to glass. But painting a glass
on sailing vessels and made ten Cunningham; membership commit
window or door, or a mirror for deco
voyages around the world. I made tee, Myrtle Hemenway. A business
ration, Is a simple matter If a few
pointers are observed.
seven trips around Cape Hom and meeting and social Is planned for
First be sure the surface Is dry
visited most of the islands in the the fourth Friday in each month
Wipe off foreign matter with dene
South
Seas I have been wrecked The praire service will be each Sun
lured alcohol.
three times, and once was adrift day at 6.30, preaching service at
Several thin coats of paint will
prove better than one or two heavy
seven days In an open boat In the 7.30 The Young People's service
O V E may ia a k e t h l w orld go 'r o u n d , but not fast e n o u g h to
coats, as thick coats tend to peel off
Indian Ocean. There were six men next Sunday will be led by Donald
glass.
J satisfy science. M o d e m dem ands fo r speed c o n tin u e to in
in th a t boat, including myself, and Cunningham.
Use a very thin mixture of white
crease and strfettb lin in g grows Shore extrem e, horsepowers greater,
lead and turpentine, adding a pint
the first mate, and only the mate
The Morning AfterTakintf
of hard-drying varnish for each gal
as science tac k lM t M problem o f m a k in g the w heeb tu rn fas te r.
and myself survived. We were Correspondents and contributors
ton of turpentine.
Carters Little Liver Pills
picked up by a Chinese Junk. I are asked to write on Only One
Now.
o W
o r ld s Fairs
Now, with tw
two
World's
Falra to
to<w
The paint should be spread on rap
id and give an
lead progress A hand
Idly. And stippled immediately. It
served for four years off the coast ‘ side of the paper
Impetus to travel,; aaffierlca
ria
such an effect It desired.
scheduled to snter a fled era
Question: How can I anchor a
speed and cotolort In transporta
steel fence poet (Irmly? ,
tion The neat few years, traakAnswer: Drive the spike end
portatloo men believe, will eurpaak
through the bottom of a tin can. al
BY B U R N I N G S L O W E R T H A N A N Y OF T H E
anything we hake keen yht lb
lowing the spike to protrude to the
streamlined
efficiency.
depth desired The can will act as a
There will be kpectscnlsr de
form into which cement Is poured
velopments In design and passen
O T H E R O F T H E L A R G E S T -S E L I I N G B R A N D S
Submerged, this form will act as
ger comfort, but one of the lead
anchor.
ing roles In the coming transporta
Question: How can stains be re
tion revolution will be played by
moved from plumbing fixtures? Is
an obscure little gadget ho larger
TESTED—
SLOW ER
A,
there any way to eliminate them per
than a spool. W ithout It, modern
manently?
high-speed trains could scarcely
Answer: Scour the fixtures several
funrtlon. It Is the medium on
TH A N TH E AVERAGE _
timea with 60 per cent solution of hy
The H ot Box E r a
which the spinning wheels of
drochlorlc acid, being careful to flush
travel progress actually turn.
The roller bearing makes posout the water Immediately after each
A tiny tapered steel cylinder
ble the 120-mlle speed* 'ol
application. Rubber gloves should be
only two laches long and cne and streamlined
train*, for which the
worn, and the acid applied with s
three quarters Inches In diameter
brush.
la the heart of a new roller bear friction bearing* now In general
To remove permanently the stains
ing on wblcb glam strbamllnert uae on railroad* are Inadequate.
E Q U IV A LE N T OF
caused by water pipe, the best way
roll so easily tbat a single man Is Because roller bearings reduce
It to remove the pipe material caue
able to pull a 100-ton locomotive friction to a nearly negligible
lug the stains, and replace ft with s
aluug Its track. Combined In a quantity, they permit trains to
material which will not ataln. t
double-row series and held In travel at great speeds without
place by steel shells, the cylinders danger of "hot boxes" and conse
form a bearing strong enough to quent delay*. They also make pos
support the enormous weight of a sible atari* and stops as smooth as
V inal H aven & Rockland
steam engine end at the same time In any automobile, so that neck
eliminate 77% of the friction breaking jolt* are eliminated.
Steam boat Com pany
Despite tbelr tiny size, these
which would normally retard the
little cylinder* are so tough that
ROCKLAND
revolving axles.
The advaniagea of antl-frtctlon even the huge driving wheels of
Eastern Standard Time
bearings, which mark the first enormous locomotives have H ills
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
fundamental Improvement In wearing effect on them. Although
transportation since primitive man now used principally for tbe new
Read Down
Read Up
invented the wheel, are only begin ■trearaliners, they are easily In
A. M.
P. M.
ning to be applied to heavy con stalled on existing equipment,
T H E C IG A R E T T E O F
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 640
veyances.
Although hn essential and It I* probable that before long
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.00
th
ia
new
engineering
Improvement
factor In tbe development of the
7.30 Lv. North Haven, Ar. 3.30
C O S T L IE R T O B A C C O S
automobile, on railroad trains they will be added to moat trains now
0.15 Lv. Vinal Haven,
Ar. 2.45
are still something oew. being In In operation as the railroads con
0.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30
troduced for the Oral lim e Scarcely tinue their m odernlaatloa pro*
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caller Monday at Mrs Alice
Creamer's.
Mrs. Celeste Winchenbaugh and
Miss Ada Winchenbaugh of Wollas
ton. Mass , were at their home he.e
over the weekend. Mi.". Wlnolwnbaugh returned tc Massachusetts
Sunday, but Mrs. Winchenbaugh re
mained for a visit with her niece.
Mrs. Ralph Benner. In Waldoboro,
returning home Wednesday.
The marriage of Miss Joyce
Creamer to Donald Genthner of
Broad Cove has been announced
Mr. and Mrs. Genthner are now re
siding in Bread Cove.
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X
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PENNY FOR PENNY YOUR BEST CIQARETTE BUY

I

FIRST
NATIONAL
STORES
B i a ZvetuftkiAf,

B A R G A IN S

B u tte r

27c
21c
25c
17c
25c
48c
17c

B acon
C h eese
P in e a p p le
C risco o r S p ry
C ris c o o r S p ry

48c

10

Sugar
B is q u ic k

25c

W h e a t ie s

2

19c

E vap . M ilk
F in a s t C o rn

4
4

23c
25c

Peaches

2

23c

Peaches

RICHMOND
SLICED OR HALVES

N o j !6
TIN S

2

PR IZE o r L O N G

B fc E A D

G r a p e f r u it Juice
Iv o r y S o a p

*6

LO A F

2~15c

2K

D o le ’s

21c

n

TIN

23c
♦S ffetV c

N » 1 TIN

5c

*6o>
TIN

11c

13 oi
TINS

2

15c
3 BARS 2 3 c
LG E

P&G Soap
3 BARS 1Oc
T o ile t Tissue
6 ROLLS 15c
C o n fe c tio n e r ’s S u g a r 6 c
R IC H M O N D

C a m p b e ll’s ' X ”

3

S o d a C ra c k e rs

• »

G otyee P l i c e i a t e
M a x w e l l M o u se
C h a s e & S a n b o rn

ks

19c

c. n

] 3

c

5 b < n w t!
LB TIN

24c

LB BAG

2O c

K y b o C o ffe e

2

i LB
BAGS

37c

R ic h m o n d

3

I LB
RAGS

39c

LGE
SIZE
DOZ

F lo rid a O ra n g e s
Asparagus.™ "^
D a n d e lio n s
3u». 1 7 c
Ic e b u rg L e ttu c e 2.,^ 1 5 c
EACH

Texas Onions
M
YOUR
Native Rhubarb) CHo ic e
Cabbage

e
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KENMORE

4W

4 0 0 la rg e , ch eery r o o m s w ith tub,
sh ow er a n d c ir c u la tin g ic e water.
AIR-CONDITIONED DINING ROOMS.

A T THF
'J U N C T IO N

S p e c ia l 2 a n d 3 -d a y a ll - e x p e n t e l o a n —
r o o m i , m e a l s , t t c a m b o a t t r i p t , ti g h t te e in g — a ll f o r $ 1 1 .7 5 p e r p e r s o n .
L . E . W it n e y , M a n a g in g D ir e c t o r
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Ralph Carroll. Installation plans
work in the Royal Arch degree. Re
have not been completed.
freshments will be served. All Royal
Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Collins
Arch Mascns arc invited.
ft ft ft ft
• • • •
ft ft ft ft
(Helen Robinson) who have been
visiting relatives in town for a few
GILBERT HARMON
High School Follies
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
days are motoring back to their
Correspondent
Correspondent
The n u rd Annual Pollies will be
ZS
Z \ S'*
z \ z \ Z\
home in Ventura. C alif. early in
presented at the Opera House
xs zx zn xs
zs z s zs z \
the week.
Thursday mght. Tickets may be
Telephone 713
Tel. 190
The house built by Qen. Henry
i obtained from students and may be
Kncx on Wadsworth street is being
exchanged for reserved seats at the
The O arden Club will meet
C. Alvin Jagels of Boston was
torn down. Visitors arc welcome
Box Office beginning Tuesday
Thursday at 3 o'clock at the home
• • • •
night at 7 o'clock. Final rehearsals
I
of Mrs Eliza Carleton. Miss Rita
Emily Jagels.
P a r ty to P a s to r
are being held. The production is
Smith will be the speaker.
The Baptist vestry was the scene j Capt; William Stanley spent the under the capable direction of
The patriotic organizations a r e i f fl deUghWul surprUe 1)ftrty ten- weekend at his home in Wellesley.
Misses Doris He3ld and June Cote
invited to attend the Memorial Day dcred j ^ v j j r . p €rT o n Friday night Mass.
and Milford Payson of the faculty.
services a t the Congregational ■
Mrs. Naoma Mayhew and son
The program and those having
Church Sunday at 7.30.
[Over 100 guests, members of the Dean, and Mrs. Helen Dean passed major parts: G*rl Quartet. Selma
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Pales o f , parish and friends, attended the Saturday in Waterville.
Heal. Lucille Connors. Elizabeth
South W arren and Mr. and Mrs. affa ir which was capably managed
"Tailspin" with Alice Faye and Heal. Doris Moody; trio. Prances
Carl Chaples went to Portland Sat- by Mrs. Oliver Hahn. Mrs. Vernon. Nancy Kelley will be shown Wed Nuccio, Bertha Packard. Phyliss
urday night. Mrs. Pales and M rs., Achorn. Mrs Norman Simmons. nesday and Thursday at the Arnold.
Chaples to attend the reception to Mrs. Loring OtIT and Miss H arriette; Comique Theatre.
Vocal solos. Jam es Wentworth.
the National President of the -Tillson.
Andrew Stinson. Philip Wentworth.
The
Methodist
Ladies'
Aid
wil
American Legion Auxiliary.
Following the arrival of the guest j
meet Wednesday at 2 o'clock with j Francis Peilerin. Alfred Knowlton,
Mrs Ralph Tripp arrived home)of honor a short musical program
Kenneth Goodman. Phyliss Leach.
Miss Nettie Bean.
from New Haven, Conn., Friday i was presented, the first number
Hazel
Crooker. Ruth Bennett.
John Miller has employment at ’
and Is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Her- being a piano duet. "The Jack
Gloria
Lundell.
Constance Bowden.
Haskell & Corthell's.
bert Fales a few days before open- O'Lantarn." by Misses Glenice LerPhyliss Arnold and Phyliss Deane
Mr. and Mrs. Walter C. Baker cf
,ng her own home for the summer, mond and Beverly Kirkpatrick Lois
Accordion solo. Lee Bates.
Contract Club met Friday at the Hastings then played the piano solo, New York City, who will occupy the
The various dances include:
heme of Mrs William Robinson in "Star of Hope, and as an encore. Hofer cottage later in the season,
Military Tap: Elisha Richards,
Warren with .hree tables. High - Mountain Bell Schottische. Wil- were in town Saturday
Mary Hatch. Antoinette' Arico,
Mr. and Mrs Aldiverde Norton of Elizabeth Pitcher. Elvera Arico.
scores wore made bv MTs. James : llarn T. White, in behalf of the asCreighton Mrs Blanche McIntyre . am bled group, presented a gift to Dark Harbor spent the weekend in Dorothy Hardy. Angelina Nuccio.
town.
substituting, and Mrs Robinson, iRcv Mr Perron
Frances Arey. Marion Knight.
Tne meeting this wefk will be he’d I Resuming the program, a trio,
Rev and Mrs. W F Brown are , Phyliss Leach and Gwendolyn Mc
witn Mrs Harold Dana
MlS5C" Olen«* Lerawnd, Beverly attending the Baptist State Conven Kay.
,,
.i
.
Kirkpatrick and Sally Gray, played tion being held this week in Dover- , Sailors' Hornpipe: Avery Smith.
M r Richard O Elliot Is in A u -1 , „
„
.
,
. .
..
.
.u
, The Home Guard
This was fol- Poxcroft
Hilton Start. Andrew Stinson. Rob
gusta today attending the annual
lowed by a social evening including
Haskell and Cor tire! 1 have bought ert Merchant. Nancy Hobbs. Nalhameeting of the Kennebec Valley
the singing of old songs with Mrs the Babb block on Main street re- j lie Smith. Marian McDermont and (
Garden Clubs. Mrs. Elliot is chair
Blanche C Lermond at the piano
cently vacated by the A. & P store j Harriet Arnold.
man of the S tate Nominating Com
A buffet lunch was served, a huge
Boys' musical comedy: Robert
mittee.
The executive committee of the
1birthdav cake bearing the inscripAnderson Howard Dearborn. Joseph
The Federated Circle will hold , tion . Happv Birthdav t0 Our p a ,, Chamber of Commerce meets Wed
a food and flower sale Saturday a f t - : tor .. and the handlw(>rk of Mri nesday night at 7.30 at the Elm Knight. Judson Manning. Aubrey
Connors. Lester Gross. Harry Hod
ernoon at the vacant store owned o i iver Hahn, forming the center- street School Building
son and Wilfred Hobbs.
by J. Russell Davis, cn Main street, j piece around which the decorations
Mrs F E. Waite of Adams. N
Tango: Elizabeth Pitcher. Ruth
Mrs. Alice Macgowan. Mrs Nina w:;re arranged. Pink, green and Y. Is guest of her sister. Mrs. J
Mathews. Marilyn Davis. Dorothy
Leach and Mrs Shirley Williams Whlte, with a dash cf yellow, were Hugh Montgomery for two weeks.
Ke'.lar. Andrew Stinson. Elisha
are In charge.
] tde coiors used fOr the decorations.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Perry leave Richards. James Wentworth and
Wilmot Dew. of Damariscotta. ■Masses of Jonquils surrounded the today for Annapolis where they will Francis peilerin.
John Dow of University of Maine, birthday cake, which was flanked attend the Sradifation of their son
of
Lake: AJfred Knowland Miss Virginia Morse, of Port- on either side by pewter candle Frank Cha1? Perry, from the U S ,cn Avery sm ith. Roland Marriner,
land, were weekend guests of Mr sticks bearing pink candies with Naval Academy.
Judson Manning. Jam es Wentworth,
and Mrs. Wilmot Dow.
I silver candelabra at each end of the
Mrs Marie Gardiner la guest of Mary Bryant. Janet Ryder. Nancy■
Mrs. Allyne Peabody. with guests table. Streamers and rosettes of ! her mother in Rochester. N H
Hobbs. Ruth Bennett. Patricia
Mrs. Anne Spaulding and Mrs. Bes- pink and green were effectively used,
M iss Eleanor McCobb. a member Hatch.
sic Sherman, of Wakefield Mass., and plates and napkin:, bore out j of the staff at the Deaconess HcspiWaltz Clog: Bertha Packard.
and Mrs Leila Smalley and Mrs. ' the general color scheme. Sand- i tai in Boston, recently visited Mr. Nina Start. Hazel Crooker. Phyliss
Harriet W hitney spent the week- wiches of pink and green added i and Mrs. Clayton McCobb.
Leach: acrobatic: Dorethy Kellar.
end at the Peabody camp ' Mecca" their touch to the colorful scene
Mrs. Philip Newbert cf ThomasNationalities:
Hazel
Crooker.
At separate tables coffee and j ton spent Monday with her mother. Phyliss Leach. Marilyn Davis. Main Cushing Mrs. Clara Wright ot
cocoa were served Mrs. Lcrlng Orff. 1Mrs A F Sherman.
Woolw.ch was a caller Sunday.
ricn Knight Dorothy Kellar. James
The W.C.T.U. meets Friday night Mrs. Norman Simmcns and M is s
Mr and Mrs Frederick Schlpper Wentworth; Goofus: Marilyn Davis
with Mrs. Hopkins at the home of Harriette Tillson pouring. Silver : of Bangor were weekend guests of and Elisha Richards.
candelabra with green candles, and j Mrs. Schippers parents. Mr. and
Frank Lunt Georges street
The above cast will be supported
bouquets of jonquils and forsythia ; Mrs. Frank P Alexander.
by a large chorus.
W o m a n C o m m a n d s Legion
decorated these tables. attractive I The yacht Wildell with Capt i
------------------Election of officers in the Wll- with pewter service.
Horace Leadbetter in command. Extensive alterations are nearing
liams-Braz.cr Post. A. L. and AuxA pleasing incident of the eve- sailed Saturday for Larchmont. N 1compietion on the Tibbetts buildiliary* has brought about a rather 1ning was the presentation of a sec- Y. Fred Witherspoon and Burme I |ng Qn ELm street which wnl be
un que situation this year. For I ond birthday cake to Rev. Mr. Peropened on Thursday as a new A &
Commander of the Post. Mrs. Eu- j ron. by an eight-year-old boy. Young are members of the crew
Mrs Robert R Smith. Miss Wini- p self.Berviee store. The old buildnice Tolman Morse, a former Army Lloyd Miller. This cake was made
| fred Burkett. Mrs. Harold Wilson. ; jng has been lengthened and widnurse, was chosen, while in the Aux by Mrs. Nellie Ifemey.
i Mrs. Blanche Bishop and Mrs , pnfd and has heen completely reiliary. her sister-in-law, Mrs. Sadie
Louise Walker are attending the | dccorated. The
street store is
Chaples was elected president. This
How Crown Jew els Were Saved
Grand Chapter of the Eastern Star closed.—adv.
is the first instance of a woman beAccording to an account written in Portland.
ccmlng commander of Williams- by Sir Walter ScotA. 1819, the crown
Misses Beda Emery and Camilla
Th<- Electrical Testing Laborator
jewels of Scotland in 1652 were pre
Brazier Post.
Emery
left Sunday for a trip to the ies in New York have a machine
Mrs. Morse is the former Miss served from the English by the clev
World's Fair
which automatically translates a
Eunice B Toiman of Rockland, and er scheme of a Mrs. Granger and
Paul Mullin of New Market. N H .
Lady Ogilvie, wife of the governor
is a graduate cf the Maine General of the castle where they were then
has employment at the Meguntlcook piece ot mtnleral. animal or vege
Hospital. Portland. She enlisted cs stored.
Mrs. ' Granger passed Press.
table matter into terms of the
an army nurse in 1918. at the height through the English lines with an
Mrs. Fred R Rice, who has been | i-ngth of light waves refracted from
of the first influenza epidemic Dur-1 attendant carrying in her lap the
in East Eddington at the home o f it. By drawing a graph of these reing her service she was stationed at crown y rapped up in a bundle of
Camp Upton. Debarkation 4 Long , clothes. Her servant carried, ap- hcr daughter. Mrs. A J .Larner for fr acted light waves, a complete
_ 7
. _ . ,
. . . . . . parently, a bundle of flax for her the past two months, has returned , chemical analysis of the sample is
Bcac . an
m ai a ion , . iw spjnnjng which actually contained home.
made in three minutes without the
York. W alter Reed Hospital Wash- , thc gcepter and the sword.
The
Ralph Wilson, owner ol Whitehall aid of a chrtnist. It will trace one
ington. and mobilized at the Letter- | English permitted the passage
Inn. has returned after spending the , three-millionth part of any material
man G eneral Hospital, San Fran through the lines on representation
winter in Florida.
i in the sample.
cisco. for service in Siberia, arriving that the women were to visit a rela
Keystone
Chapter,
R
AM.,
will
I
------------------at Vladivostok in December, 1919. tive. For many years the jewels
meet Wednesday, when there will be
Read The Courier-Gazette
lay
where
they
were
buried,
but
Following several months duty
removed to Edinburgh castle
there, she was stationed In Manila were
in 1707.
and later a t Fort Mills, Corrcgidor.
Philippines. Her last year as an
Army nurse was completed a t the
M IC K IE S A Y S —
SO M E LIK E IT H O T ”
Letterman General, being honor
r .
ably discharged in 1922 On her
a l l l e t t e r s v j it m s t u f f
return to the East, she continued |
FOR. -CUE PAPER. SHOULD 96
hor nursing career as a public
SIGWEO, WOT TWAT WS’LL
health nurse in Auburn and NorthP R lW r y e r . w a m e , b u t s o
w e WILL KWOW WHO THE
bridige. Mass In 1930 she was m ar
eOUCPUBirroR. IS »
ried to Superintendent ol Schools.
ALL PAPPPS HAVE THIS RULE
F. L. S. Morse of Thomaston.
Mrs. Chaples. Ihe new Auxiliary
president, has been a loyal member
and worker in the Auxiliary the
past eight years. She will be as
sisted by Mrs. Olive Fales, as senior
vice president. Mrs. Lilia Williams,
Junior vice president, Mrs. Helen !
Lynch, secretary. Miss Harriet Wil
liams. treasurer. Mrs. Edith Clark,
sergeant-at-arm s. Mrs. Edna Smith,
chaplain. Mrs. Charlotte Gray, his
torian. and an executive board con
sisting of Mrs. Shirley T. Williams,
chairman. Mrs. Emma Kalloch and
Mrs Edna Young.
Other officers in Uie Legion Post
are: vice commander., Edward T.
Dornan. Fred Burnham adjutant.
E ven fo r a il a d m o n itio n . B ob H o p e swings t h a t fin g e r a t S h irley Rous
William B. D. Gray; finance officer,
in F a r jin n u n t ’s sw in g y new co m edy, “ Som e l i k e I t I I o l . ” G ene K m p .i,
Harry Rtew art; sergeant-at-arms,
ace drummer, is co-starred with tlieni.—adv.
Orvel F. Williams; and chaplain.
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Advertisements

FOR SALE

oI

to exceed three lines inserted once for | .
A
i 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
I dltlonal lines five cents each for one
GET your chicks last hatches com
■time. 10 cen ts for three times. Five ing now
DELAWARE FEED STORE.
1small words to a line.
70 Park St . Tel 616_____________ 58-61
PAIR work horses, harness, farm
equipment, sled scoot, new milch Jersey
row with calf for sale. ALFRED E
STANDISH, South Waldoboro
59*61

! LOST ANDFOUND !
I l« * * * * * » » * « * * * )l

rftIMITIVE MANS
CRUDE WHEEL IS S
THE G R E A T E S T I N V E N T I O N
IN T H E

H IS T O R Y

OF

ICE boxes for sale, $5 to glO mcctric
refrigerators $30 to $50 New Norge.
6‘i C F $139 Electric washers. $15 to
$20 New Thor washer, ringer and ironer
^ « * * « . * * * * * * * * * l f $54 95 For Iree demonstration call
768-R H E COOMBS. 64 Masonic St..
__________ 60-62
Rockland
DRFSSED broilers tor sale 3‘,a to 4
lb average. 30c lb BURTON WHiTK.
R F P city. Tel. 179-W__________6 f6 3
COTTAGE to let at Spruce Head near
KITCHE1N range, small size—A-l Con
salt water: three sleeping rooms, com dition.
Also an open Franklin stove.
fortably furnished: new garage; very
May
be seen a t 63 ORACE ST
61*63
accessible, plentiy of land: shore prlv- i
elege on both sides of Island: will rent
CHERTtOI ET 1936 Standard business
for season or by month. TEX. 793-W coupe for sale. $325 Newly painted
after 4 p m.
54-tf and reconditioned
Write CHEVROLETT" care The Courier Gazette
61-63
APARTMENT to let. available about
SEASON Is late Good supply straw
June 1; four rooms and flush, wood
shed DELIA YORK Pleasant 8 t 61-tf berry plants. Order soon 75e for 100.
$6 Tor 1.000 at farm Olencove W. C.
FIVE room upstairs tenement to let. LUFKIN R D Rockland. Tel. 44-3.
61*63
Glenn street.
Flush, electric lights,
garage
Also two-room apartment to
Chevrolet
coach
1931
for
sale,
fair
let. Apply R P CONANT. 208 Camden condition, reasonable price.
TEL.
St.
60-62 Thomaston 51.
58*64
ROOM to let. at 55 Grace S t
TEL
CHESTER white pigs for sale. gS each
• 258-R or 142
60-62 O W CARROLL, Rockville.______ 59-61
STORE to le t at 16 Main S t . Camden,
HOWARD 17 strawberry plant* for
formerly occupied by A A P
Apply sale. 6Oc per 100: $5 50 per 1000 Postage
HASKELL t i OORTHELL
61 63 extra CEDRIC NOYES. Union
58*61
FURNISHED house with garage to
40 FT. henhouse for sale: oil burner
let. at 42 U nion St . Camden. Inquire cookstove: tea tahjes and chairs; house
68 ORACE S T . Rockland
58«63 lots.
MRS LAWSON. 93 Elm B t.
59-61
APARTMENT to let three rooms and Camden.
bath, furnished; newly renovated $4
ACCORDION for sale. used. 120 baas:
week
Inquire MIKE ARMATA The rofesslonal model "Capranl ” a $300
Men's Shop, Main and Park S t . Rock nstrument for $95 beautiful tone, in
land
58-63
rfect condition CHARLES A. LUNCamden Tel 2502_________ 60*62
I
TWO m odem apartments at 241 ELL
Broadway to let. available about June
TIP-cart. mowing machine, horse and
1; each has 7 rooms, bath steam heat harness for sale also two cottages for
and two-car garage L. A THURSTON sale or rent. Inquire at CRAWFORD
Tel 1159
59-tf EARM. East Union_______________61*63
FOUR-room apartment 4o let at 48
GIRLS hicyote for sale, 28" wheel
Grace St . alt modem; aduita only TEL In good condition reasonable 6 STATE
133.
50-tf ST Tel 59C-M__________________ ft *63
FURNISHED apartment to let MRS
16 x4 6" MAHOGANY outboard runa
A C. JONES 5 Talbot Ave . Tel 576 bout. like new, seats six fitted with 16
30-tf h p Johnson outboard motor—good
BY m onth or season, four-room fur for fresh or salt water service—LUy
nished camp; electricity, spring water, reasonable otter considered. Call and
near shore, eight miles from Thomas look It over—will sell with or without
ton TEL 188-4 or call South Cushing motor Flat bottom boat t-atler with
Post Ofhee
60*65 hall and socket ear connections—good
$20
KNOX MARTNE EX
HEATED furnished rooms and fur condition
31 Bay View St Camden
nished apartm ent to let. FOSS HOUSE CHANGE
61-63
■M
aine___________________________
TI Park S t.. Tel. 330
46 tf
LARGE
size
round
mahogany
eHnlng
FURNISHED apartment of
three
rooms, suitable for couple: garage If table with extension leaves and six
desired Tel. 436-M. C A EMERY 49-tf chairs to match. Write P O BOX 68.
61-03
Camden. Me__________
FTVE-room apartment to let at 56
EIOHT cords of good cow dressing
Talbot Ave
Inquire R H. BRITT.
City Building
52-tf for sale at your own price
moved at once TEL 114-J
60-62
ROOMS to let at 15 Grove St. lei
19-FT V-bottom boat for outboard
579-W. MRS FLORA COLLINS
52-tf
motor for sale RUFUS CASWELL Jft.
FOUR-room apartment to let. all North Edgecomh R F D
58*61
modern
Applv at CAMDE34 and
PINE skiff* f0r sale $15 PACKARD'S
ROCKLAND WATER CO . Tel. 934 52-tf
STORE at the Highlands.
60-62
HAY for sale
JAMBS SULLIVAN.
Glen Cove
60*62
NEW. light weight Storm K ing rub
ber boots for sale, special at $3.45
Mail orders filled
McLAlN
18TORE Rockland._________________
PAINTING, papering of all kinds: 1 STRAWBERRY plants for sale. Howplastering, brick, cement and rock | ard 17. 75c per 100; 500 or more. 65c
work
A. W. GRAY. 3 Adams Bt.. per 100 CLARENCE SPEAR. Warren.
Rockland
52-tf I Tel 7-14.______________________ 59*61
HAVE your floors sanded and ref InThe usual1 1 high-grade, guaranteed
ished with Sealtlte
scratch - proof, Willow Brook Dahlias will be sold by
waterproof non-skid Leaves a velvet , Mrs E D PerrT the next house below
finish Rates reasonable New equip Willow Brook Farm on Route 105. IS
ment Includes electric sander. electric unlabelled for $1; six labelled for $1;
edger and new olectrlc steel wool | "Glads", mixed. 50 for $1 or smaller
polishing m achine R. L RICHARDS [ sizes 75 or 100 for $1; named varieties
Tel 952. at 25 Franklin St
60-62 5c each or 50c a dozen and up
58*66
LAWNMOWERS called for. sharpened
RECONDITIONED electric ranges for
and delivered.
Prompt, dependable sale. $39 50 to $50 Installed (as per our
service
Tel 791. CRIE HARDWARE regular policy), several to choose from:
CO.. Rockland
53-tf I Easy washers reconditioned, two with
CATERPILLARS — Don't burn your dryers, one with wringer CENTRAL
MAINE ----------POWER CO.
447
—
■ - Main B t.
trees, let us spray them; control guar *-------60-tl
anteed
M F ROB ARTS. Tree Expert Rockland
Co., Camden. Tel. 785
58-tl
HORSE for sale, weight 1100.
NEW York Tal’.or. Main St . corner JONE3 Owls Head
of Summer S t Remodeling and alter
FOUR 'home-built farm trsetors fo
ations of ladles and gents garmen's sale, sell cheap or exchange for stocl
Suits made by measure.
48 tf TOWLE'S OARAGE. Appleton, Tel W
00*6
WATCHMAKER — Repairing watches, Appleton 9 24
clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and
May 23 O ne carload
deliver 6 ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23 traARRIVING
good Iowa horses Prices reason I
Amesbury St.. Rockland. Tel. 953 J
and will trade for cattle. UBDN
52-tf LUDWIO. Newcastle
ROCKLAND Sanitary Service, depen
USED one-horse disc, spring lx
dable hauling of waste and ashes AR and
plow for sale; also new lim e a
THUR ADOLPHSEN. Tel 1399
56-tf era. com planter and manure spn
MEN OM a t 40! Get Pep.
New er's Fifteen horses—no sickness
6
Ostrex Tonic Tablets contain raw ovs- M BUROES-S Tel 17-3. Union
ter lnvlgoratorn and other stim ulants
DRY hard wood per foot, fltked t
One dose starts new pep Carts little Sawed.
$1 15. long. $1.05. U B A C
Call write C H MOOR Ac CO.
52*63 PERRY, Tel. 487.
3
Ladles -Jgellable hair goods s t Rock
land Hair Store. 24 Kim St. Mall orders
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
52 tf I

:

TRANSPORTATION.

IN BEN HUR'S TIME MAN
HAD REFINED HIS WHEEL A
BIT BY USING GREASE TO
REPUCE FRICTION AND
MAKE IT TURN BETTER.
BUT THE FIRST FUNDAMENTAL
CHANGE SINCE THE WHEELS
INVENTION CAME ONLY iO
VEARS AGO-ANTI FRICTION
BEARINGS. TOOAy TAPERED
ROLLER BEARINGS MAKE

POSSIBLE THE HIGH SPEEDS OF
AUTOMOBILES, MOTORCrCLES
AIRPLANES ANO STREAM
LINED TRAINS.

AT PARK THEATRE WEDNESDAY
ANNE AN D
THE BO YS
In this scene from “Soiority House." Anne Shirley
presents favors to the lads
who have been serenading
the college bearding house
Miss Shirley is co-starrcJ
with James Ellison in this
RKO Radic picture, which
deals with the life of the
new students in a girls’
college.

to let

;

; MISCELLANEOUS

THURSDAY

WANTED

To encourage Storks

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

Florence Rice and Dennis O ’Keefe in “ The Kid From Texas"

One way to encourage storks to
build a nest is to place an old cart
wheel on the top of a barn or dis
used chimney, and on this lay a
loose bundle of twigs. Once a stork
has built a nest, year after year, it
will return to it, each time adding a
few sticks to the already unwieldy
pile, advises a writer in London
Tit-Bits magazine. When winter ap
proaches, storks migrate In their
thousands to Africa and India. In
many parts of Africa they are eager
ly awaited, as they feed on the
myriads of locusts which, if un
checked by man's cunning and na
ture's greed, would strip whole dis
tricts bare of every leaf and blade
of grass. The storks gorge them
selves on the locusts, digest their
meal for an hour or so, then dis
gorge a pellet of indigestible legs
and wings. Immediately after which
they start gorging again.
T o r t u r e of the ‘B o o t’

ESCAPE
A re you le ttin g business escape?

W h y nt»< do w lia l o th e r

a le rt K neklanrl m e r r h a n ts do— c a te li m ore o f i t w ith T h e
C 'o o rie r-U a ze U e W a n t Ads!
< ustomers a t

It's a sim p le w ay to get m ore

li t t l e cost.

T o u 'll be m o re th a n satisfied

w it h the rcoutts yo u get.

W h y n o t p ro v e it fo r yo urself!

CaU 7 7 0 .

A»k For A n A d-Taker!

According to the Encyclopedia
Britannica, one of the most cele
brated forms of torture employed in
Scotland was the “boot," which
comprised a long iron boot in which
the foot was inserted, wedges then
being driven between the limb and
the boot. This was not peculiar to
Scotland, for records are found in
French criminal trials, and again in
Ireland where in 1583 a priest named
Hurley was tortured in Dublin by
■toasting his feet against the fire
with hot boots." The same author
ity says that this species of torture
was employed not only for crime
but as an incident in religious per
secution, and sometimes by the no
bility for their own gnds.

£ « *****•« *****£

RE.I IABLE man or woman for estab
lished Watkins route In Rockland. No
capital n-eded
Clrexl earnings to
start
Write J R WATKINS CO 232
Johnson Ave.. Newark. N J.
61*tt
SIX or seven room house wanted, to
rent TEL 1241 M
61-63
HOUSEKEEPER wanted
BOX 53.
New Harbor
Cl *63
EXPERIENCED girl wanted for gen
eral housework
MRS ROGER D
8KILLINGS, 1059 Washington St., Bath.
Maine. '__________
jj-gt
TWO experienced waitresses wanted
Good pay. SAUNDEJIS CABINS, or se<
Nate Saunders. Glen Cove.
59-6
COINS wanted Scarce dates In Pen
nies Nickels. Dimes and Quarters.
Send 3c stam p for list and prices oatd
WILLIAM H KENWORTHY. Numisma
tist. Waterville. Me.
Jp-tf

! REAL ESTATE

•

R * -« -< * -» -e > * * * * * * * * ^

EtOHT-room house for sale; bath,
hard wood floors; garage; large comer
lot; $2,000; also 16-room house, large
garage, good location, will make four
apartments or good rooming house
priced very low to settle estate. L. A
THURSTON. Tel. 1159
S9-tf
I have several splendid tarms for
at very low prices on Route 1 betCamden and Waldoboro as well
number of bargain farms off Rou
I have houses listed of all sizes
prices. As a special I offer an 8-1
all modern cottage overlooking 5
land harbor at an attractive price
W BENNER, real estate, Tel. BOS-,
North Main street.
SEWEN-room house In Thomas!
Modern Conveniences. Oood locatl
Price Reasonable. FRANK D. ELLP
Thomaston.
si
N. M Hannan farm for sale, one m
from Union Common on State ro
Has s good bluebcrgy lot. M O. HA
NAN. Tel 8 3. Union.
so
HOUSE in central location. 9 roo
and bath; hot air heat, especially su
able for renting rooms. Terms tf (
sired TEX. 1067-JK.
TWO-tenement house for sale
Mechanic St., In good crtndltlon-’ ]
Apply 33 Purchase St., 'T
1194-W,

te
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MRS. HENRY EDWARDS
EDWARDS-KENNEDY
Mr. and Mrs. W L. Gregory are
SINGER-THOMAS
in Providence where their son is
Mrs. Emily Kennedy was married
The heme of Mr. and Mrs. E. M.
News reached this city Sunday of
graduating from the Providence
ft ft ft ft
Saturday night to Luther C. Ed
Lawrence, Pascal avenue, Rockport, the sudden death of Mrs Henry E.
Bible Institute.
wards of Westbrook. The ceremony
L ID A G . C H A M P N E Y
was the scene of a pretty wedding Edwards, a native of Rockland and ,
tock place at the bride's residence.
Correspondent
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Rising of at high noon, Saturday, when Miss for many years a summer resident
92 Cedar street. Rev. Guy Wilson
at Land's End, Ash Point. Mrs. Ed
ft ft ft ft
Boston were guests over the week
Helen Ruth Thomas of Lincoln, wards was stricken last Thursday
performing the double ring service.
end of Mr. Rising's parents.
Tel. 2229
A reception followed, intimate
Neb., niece of Mrs. Lawrence, be and was taken to the Ford Hos
Mrs Jessie Kalloch, who has
frends attending, the couple then
been seriously 111 In a Boston hos
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Stoddard spent came the bride of John Singer cl pital in Detroit where she died
Word has been received by D A
leaving on a wedding trip, destina
The funeral
pital, Is recuperating in th at city the weekend with their daughter Thomaston. The single ring cere Sunday morning.
Whitmore of the death Friday at
tion unannounced.
and will return to her home on Mrs. William Parker In Easthamp- mony. with Rev. Donald F. Perron, services will be held this afternoon
Lewiston of Mrs. Florent Whitmore,
pastor of the Thomaston Baptist at her late residence In Birming
By K. S. F.
Spruce street the latter part of ton. Mass.
widow of a former principal of the
church, officiating, was performed ham, Michigan.
M R S . S. I I . C . B U R G IN
June.
East Side Intermediate School in
The deceased was born in Rock
Some local music lovers may be in front cf a large fireplace which
Rockport. Mr. Whitmore having
Mrs. S. H. C. Burgin, mother of
Austere, dignified, distinguished
Mrs. Mida Packard was hostess Interested in the fact that arrange was banked with evergreen and land 74 years ago, as Mabel J.,
taught here about 45 years ago.
Miller
S. Burgin, formerly of this
flanked
cn
either
side
with
pink
Paderewski,
the
great
and
much
daughter
of
the
late
Joseph
and
to Corner Club Friday afternoon. ments have been made for an un
The Community Singing Class city, died recently In Corpus
Emily (Spear, Abbott. Her father loved Polish pianist casts the magic which has been meeting at the
I. J. Shuman, substituting for Mrs. usually interesting drawing card snapdragons and forsythia.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Stockton
Christi. Texas, where her husband
The bride, blonde and petite and was a prominent lime manufac spell of his genius over all who lov?
Chorls Jenkins, won the honors.
for the annual meeting of the
Baptist vestry Saturday afternoons
enroute from South Carolina to
Poetry Fellowship of Maine, which of unusual winsome personality, was turer, trader and shipowner. Her real music; 78 years old and still for several weeks for instruction is pastor of the Methodist Churcn.
A writer, scholar and lecturer, Mrs.
Rumford, came to Rockland. BatDr. and Mrs. Gilmore Soule spent will be held a t Brunswick Saturday. charming in a blue traveling en mother died a year ago a t the ag? with skilled limber fingers that
under Miss Lotte McLaughlin will Burgin was married in 1916. when
’ urday to be weekend guests of Mr the weekend In Boston, attending
charm
the
world.
semble
and
carrying
an
arm
bouquet
of 101. a remarkable constitution
This is to be Miss Theda Kenyon
for the next two weeks meet at the she was appearing as a lecturer for
* and Mrs. Charles W. Morton of the Red Sox-Detrolt Tigers baseball
• • » «
of Brooklyn, author of two books of pink larkspur and white swett having succumbed to an accident
vestry Saturday nights from 7 to the International Sunday School As
Broadway. Mr Stockton is to c on- game.
Through
an
agreement
of
noted
and writer of the new long histori peas. Miss Mabelle S. Brown, aunt which hastened the end.
9 o'clock.
sociation. and the Sunday School
- duct a subscription campaign in
After her marriage to Henry E. and accredited astronomers, each
cal poem about the Massachusetts of the groom, was the bride's only
The annual Memorial Sunday Board of the Church in North and
* Rumford and Skowhegan during
Mr. and Mrs. Emily Coombs of Bay Colony and the time of Anne attendant. She was gowned in lilac Edwards. Jackson. Mich , became day begins at East Cape, the east
service will be held next Sunday at South America Sh? graduated from
t the summer. The winter left him Vinalhaven were weekend guests of
Hutchinson. She has called it ensemble and wore pink roses and her home Later the family resid’ d ernmost extremity of Siberia before 11 o'clock at tlie Methodist Church,
the Huntsville, Ala., Women's Col
looking and feeling fit.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Coombs
It
begins
at
any
other
place,
white
sweet
peas.
Mr.
Singer
chose
"Scarlet Anne." Miss Kenyon
for a time in Detroit, but the final
a a a •
the
Baptist
and
Methodist lege a t the age of 16, and entered into
as
his
best
man
Wallace
Campbell
years
of
the
deceased
were
spin*,
in
The Daughters of Founders of who has been active in the
The night before Mothers Day, Church uniting and Rev. N. F. At a career of church and educational
Mrs Almon Bird was elected a
of Augusta. The bride was given in Birmingham. Mich., occupying their
Patriots
of America, will meet Poetry Society of America has
a Llmerock street woman saw a wood delivering the sermon.
t member of the work committee, at
work. Her father led one of the first
marriage
by
her
uncle,
E.
M.
Law
been in great demand to interpret
new residence.
Winola, five-months old daughter Confederate regiments into the Civil
man pilfering flowers from gar
the annual meeting cf Chapin Class, Thursday in Bangor, the members
rence.
travMr. and Mrs. Edwatds
this masterpiece which has received
of Mr and Mrs. Joseph Gerrish, War.
last week, in place of Mrs. Elmer 8 to be guests of the president. Mrs
Preceding the ceremony William eled much, varying the com- dens. Not thinking until she had
such warm commendation from the
Osla
W.
Look
of
Jonesport
a
t
a
1
passed what he was really up to, who has been critically ill Is some
She later became dean of the
Bird.
T
Smith.
Jr.,
of
Thomaston,
sang
forts of their mid-Western home
o'clock luncheon to be given at the critics. She reads in costume.
what improved.
Huntsville College. She was a ver
“Oh Premise Me" with Mrs. Ru,h with those of the tropical South she did not report him. He was
A busy period Is planned for the satile linquist. speaking French,
picking the flowers and placing
Mrs. Ralph L. Wlggln. accompan Bangor House. Mrs. Evelyn Hix.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Burns of Lawrence Bird playing the accom land and the bracing atmos
Baptist Ladies' Circle when they Spanish, Italian and English. She
ied by Mrs Lee W. Walker of Thom Mrs Angelica Glover. Mrs Maybelle
them
in
seme
receptacle
inside
his
Hanover, N . H.. were in the city paniment on a melodlon which was phere of their summer nome on the
aston. motored to Auburn. Friday to Rose and Mrs. Maude Blodgett, the
overcoat. Isn’t it sad to think that meet Wednesday a t the vestry for had traveled extensively in Euro
Saturday
called by the illness of Mr a wedding gift to Mr. Lawrence's Maine coast, toward which their
attend a dessert bridge a t the home only members In this vicinity, will
one who loves to watch flowers an all day session.
pean countries. The burial was In
In fact
Burns' father William Burns of great-grandmother from his great thoughts always turned
of Mrs Margaret Abbott Campbell, attend.
Byron Rider was at home from Corinth. Mlrs.
blossom
and
works
to
have
them,
Vinalhaven. whose death took place grandfather. Mrs. Bird also played they were to have started East to
given for members of the Wheaton
should not have the pleasure of Burdett College over tlie weekend
Sheris survived by her husband,
Lohengrin's Wedding March for day
yesterday.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
J.
Bird
went
to
Mr. and Mis. W. Lccman Oxton, two sons—Miller S. Burgin of Ban
picking thorn?
College Club of Maine.
the bridal procession
Mrs. Edwards was a graduate of
Augusta. Monday on a business trip
• • • •
Mrs. Elsie Hawkins. Mrs Orra Burns gor and Rev. H. S. Burgin of Dallas.
A rccepticn jtnd wedding breakfast Rockland High School. She was an
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Ellis of
The boys at the High School and Mrs Nellie Staples went this Texas, and one daughter, Mrs.
Mrs. Minnie Rogers of Amesbury
The Maine Oarden Clubs of the Wakefield. Mass., were recent over followed the ceremony. Assisting in avid reader, belonged to a number building have been doing some ex
street will be hostess June 2 to the
morning to Portland to attend James T. J3i itt of Kansas City. Mo.
Medomak
region, are meeting Wed night guests of Emery Ellis enroute receiving were the bride's mother of select social organizations. A cellent work cleaning weeds and Grand Chapter sessions of the East
Woman's Educational Club Mem
M.ller Burgin flew to Corpus
to Deer Isle to attend funeral serv wearing blue triple sheer with beautiful character found Its re paper from the hedge and sweep
bers will partake of box lunch at nesday in Belfast. Those attend
ern Star.
Christi two weeks ago. and Ws ar
shoulder
bouquet
of
pink
roses;
the
ward in the many lasting friend ing walks all along the Lincoln
6 o'clock and coffee will be served ing from the local club are Mrs ices for Allen T. Ellis.
Miss Marion Weidman and Mrs. rival there was a source of gTcat
groom's mother wearing navy redia- ships which she formed in various street frontage.
I thing these Mary Whitman left Monday for a happiness to the dying mother to
Mrs. Ida Simmons will give mem Louise Orbeton. Mrs. Ruth EllingSaunders'
Cabins
and
Tea
Room
gote with American Beauty rests, parts of the country.
wood. Mrs. Alice Jameson. Mrs
must have been Boy Scouts and I visit in Boston. Hiey were accom whom he was intensely devoted.
bership reports.
Mattle Oardner. Miss Caroline will epen next Sunday, with Arthur and the bride's aunt. Mrs. Lawrence,
Mrs Edwards is survived by her recommend for the Oirls some work
panied as far as Bath by Mrs. Olive
E. (Nate) Saunders in charge of the wearing pink triple sheer with talis husband, a daughter. Mrs. Rodney
in the same spirit. To reciprocate Walker of Rockland. Miss WeldDon't forget the One Cent Sale. Jameson. Mrs. Leah Fuller. Mrs tea room. Previous seasons have
man roses.
Weeks; a son. Abbott Edwards; and is a worthy desire. The city
Wednesday. May 24 to May 27. at Maude Blodgett. Mrs. Ida Dondls. given Mr. Saunders a fine reputa
man expects to return Thursday.
Mrs. James Creighton of Thomas five grandchildren.
Mrs
Kay
Berry,
Mrs.
Beulah
Allen
• • • •
fathers
will
appreciate
all
this
and
Sheldon s Drug Store. 444 Main St..
tion as a caterer, and he is prepareJ ton poured coffee and Miss Oladys
respond with equal enthusiasm.
Rockland—adv.
60-62 Mrs. Julia Murray. Mrs Ruth Lev- to live up to it.
“T h e B lu r P a g "
Blethen of Rockland served punch
ensaler. Mrs W O Fuller. Mrs Helen
• • • •
Miss Burdell Strout is making ex
The play "The Blue Bag" which
which was made from orange blcs cellent progress toward recovery
Lamb. Mrs Bernice Havener. Mrs.
Attorney
Oeneral
Frink Murphy, was postponed from last Friday
Mrs. Carrie Cassens of Camden
som honey and the juices of seven following surgical treatment at one time Oovemor of Michigan and
Lilia Howes, Mrs. E F Berry’. Mrs
night, due fo the death of the school
is a patient a t Knox Hospital and
tropical fruits sent from the Lau Knox Hospital.
Elsa Sonntag and Mrs. Jane Beach
sympathizer in the sitdown strikes band and orchestra leader. Clar
will welcome visitors
rence's southern home for the oc
of that locality, said at the United ence Fish, will be presented Wed
Mrs. Annie Thorndike is a patient
Miss Louise McIntosh spent the Conference of Mayors recently. nesday night at Town hall at 8
Mr. and Mrs. Herman R Win- casion.
at Knox Hospital
The greom's gift to the bride was weekend In Boston as the guest of "Americans use the word democchenbaugh and Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
o'cldck.
a
crystal
pendant with diamond in
cracy' so much that they have be
In live cast are Lyle Noyes. War
A meeting of the A H. Newbert Crockett entertained at dinner last set: to his best man. a traveling cans Miss Hannah Little.
come a little numb to Its sig ren Barrows. Josephine Pitts. Phyl
Association was held FTtday night night Miss Mary S Emery formeriv and to the soloist handkerchiefs
Browne Club members wishing nificance." T hat Is exactly what I lis Crockett. David Eaton. Frederick
IIn Temple hall. Picnic supper wa» of Washington. D. C. Miss Emerv The bride's bouquet was thrown by
transportation
to the church supper thought of Governor Murphy In his Cavanaugh. Blanche Collins, Orris
served in charge of Mrs Florence who is in the Army Nurse Corps her from tlie upper outdoor balcony
at Wiley's Comer. 8t. George. weak-minded methods during those Burns. Joyce Ingraham, Carolyn
has
been
transferred
to
San
F
ra
n

Philbrook. Mrs. Nellie Dow. Mrs
and was caught by Mrs Harry Petta Hiursday night, will communicate strikes.
Andrews, and Carroll Richards.
Phosa Howard and Mrs. Milll? cisco. and is in this city on a piece cf Camden.
• « • •
with Mrs Charles Whitmore. 53
Ralph Marston is business mana
Thomas. Beano and cards provided month's vacation. Other guesis
Policeman: I'm sorry, sir. but I
The bride is the daughter of Mrs Granite street. Hie husbands of
ger; Helen O'Jala, advertising man
diversion after a business session at were Mr and Mrs. Theodore Syl Reuben Palmer and the late Reuben
the members arc Invited guests. shall have to arrest you for being ager; Howard Kimball, ticket man
the meeung of June 16. member.-, vester.
drunk and incapable."
Palmer of Lincoln. Neb. She is a
ager; Norma Hoyle, prempter;
have been invited to be guests of Mr.
Toper: "T hat’s all right, but
Register of Deeds and Mrs Albert graduate of the Falls City (Neb > The Women's Auxiliary meets to
George Turner, stage manager, as
and Mrs. Raymond Watts at their
Winslow will quietly observe their High 8ohool and the University of night at the home of Mrs. Joeephine send the other officer home with sisted by Bernard Andrews; Edith
Martin's Point cottage.
me. I like him."
golden wedding anniversary at their Nebraska and Kansas. At the for Rice. Maple street at 7 o'clock.
Cavanaugh,
costume
manager;
• • • •
mer
she
wen
a
scliolarship
to
the
home
on
North
Main
street
to
H. P Blodgett of the Central
Doris Tominski and Katherine Tay
Edwin
Libby
Relief
Corps
will
Be
up
in
the
morning
early,
just
University for being the mest out
Maine office, was in Augusta Wed morrow.
lor. property managers; Helen Low
standing
student. She is a member hold an all-day tacking Hiursday at the break of day. if you wish to ell. head usher; Maurice Carleton
nesday to attend a meeting of disRichard S. Stoddard and bride of Alpha Lambda Delta Honorary Supper will be in charge of Mrs. really enjoy the bird songs.
• • • •
and William Knight, eletcriclans
1trict managers.
(Virginia Leach) gave a supper Sorority and was employed as ac Joseph Hamlin. An important busi
Texas
Is
a
great
State
for
poli
ness
meeting
will
be
held
at
7
30.
The condition of E. L. Brown a party a t their home on Talbot countant of the Students' Union in
ticians and turkeys. In 1928 they
patient of several weeks a t Knox avenue Saturday. The guests were: Nebraska University.
W E D N E S D A Y NIGHT
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary produced 3.285.000 birds.
Cali
Mr. Singer is the sen of Mrs Ufl.W.V. will meet Wednesday fornia came in second in pre luction
Hospital, is much improved. Yes Mt. and Mrs. George L. St. Clair.
Step ou t io square
$ 2 5 — 2 $ 1 0 , $5
terday he was sitting up. and he Capt. and Mrs John A Stevens and Charles W. and the late Charles night a t 730. Legion hall. Com of these birds, with Minnesota third
P
ositively G iv e n Away
daughter
Katherine,
Mrs.
Edna
Singer of Thomastcn. He Is a
may be able to return home in a
and Oklahoma fourth Main? is a
Leach, Msr. Wilbur S. Cross and graduate of Thomaston High School mittees are asked to take reports.
mer colors in cool
week.
grand place for turkey? and I hope
cotton to tie in beautifully with
____
daughter. Alice and Mr. and Mrs. and Hebron Academy; attended Uni
Mr. and Mrs. Toivo Hakala and this State will come in for notice
310 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND
your summer dresses. The thick
Mr and Mrs. Frank Fullerton of Amory B Allen of Rockland, and versity of Main? for two years and Mr. and Mrs. Galon Dow and chil
crepe sole is a dream of comfort.
soon.
Boston spent the weekend a t the Dr. and Mrs Charles H. Leach of then entered Bentley School of Ac dren motored to Cadillac Mountain
ANNE
• • • •
S H O IS
Fullerton home In South Thomas Tenant's Harbor.
SHIRLEY
counting and Finance, from which Sunday.
Ladies, your recip? book. will last
JAMES
ELLISON
he was graduated and Is now em
31* MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND. ME, ton. Mr. Fullerton Ls in the employ
longer and can be kept cleaner if
Mrs. Harland Rawley and M rs.
iHttra l ib • *M>
of the Christian Science Publishing
ployed as accountant for the Indem dorc Bird of Rockland, Capt. and the outside cover is painted with
I M.IwrllW
Edgar McBrine entertained last
nity Insurance Co. of North America Mrs. James Creighton. J. L. Packard, thin shellac. Any dirt can be wiped
Co.
W ednesday-Thurtday
Wednesday night at the formers
in Boston He is affiliated with the Mrs. Floyd Berry. Mrs. C. M. Wil off with a damp cloth.
T
H
U
R
S
D
A
Y
home,
the
occasion
being
a
dainty
The eleventh birthday of Georgia
• • • •
Delta Tau Delta fraternity, a mem liams, Miss Harriet R. Williams,
Helena Jackson, daughter of Mr. shower In honor of Mrs. Norman ber of the Thomaston Baptist
Another hint—pour so rt that has
Edna
F.
Watts.
Emma
Stackpolv.
and Mrs. George H. Jackson was Connon Ouests were Mrs. Albert Church and Masonic Order of
Helen Mills. Mrs. Ella Stackpo!". fat on it through a cletli wrung out
celebrated Friday at her home on McIntosh. Mrs. Marcellus Condon. Thomaston.
Martha J. Carter. Ardelle C. Maxey. in cold water, and there you are—
Hall's lane. The refreshments fea Mrs. Charles McIntosh. Mrs. Wil
The young ccuple left by motor Charles Stackpolc and Mildred D?ni- with all the fat on th? cloth.
tured three birthday cakes made liam Main. Miss Virginia Connon. amid a shewer of confetti and a car
• • • •
mons of Thomaston.
For
for the occasion by Mrs. Ella Beal Mabie Lunt. Mbs Louise McIntosh which had been uniquely deccratcd
“Riches scinctlines take unto
Mrs. Helena Ramsdell and Mrs and Mrs. Donald Anderson.
themselves and fly away. W hat
by their friends, for their new home
Jackson. The children spent the
kind o f , riches does that mean,
N e w U n d e r-a rm
at 776 Beacon street, Boston.
afternoon happily with games and
Jimmy?"
Out of town guests attending the C r e a m
D e o d o r a n t “Ostriches, I guers."
other diversions. The guests were:
wedding were the groom's grandpar
Jennie Elliott. Virginia Parker,
ents. Capt. and Mrs. John Brown of
The tombstone to be erected near
Helen Strout. Barbara Koster. Nor
CAMDKN
Thomaston. Miss Louise Tobey and S to p s P e r s p ir a t io n
Loubburg. N. S . for Major Israel
ma Ramsdell. Pauline Beal. Freda
William O'Brien of Portsmouth. N.
Newton who was the higheift rank
Thompson. Robert Philbrook, Don
H., M r. Charles Murray, Mrs. Cros
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
ing New England officer to die dur
253 CAMDEN ST.. ROCKLAND ald Snowman. Junior Ramsdell
Children's Matinee 4 P. M.
by Carleton Bean, Mrs. Richard
M A Y 24-25
ing the siege of Louisburg, will be
Kenneth Chatto and Harold Axtell.
Merrill. Mrs. Lewis A. Larson, M.'.
TEL. 318-W
TODAY
of greatest interest to all the New
Special guests were Georgia's teach
and Mrs. Philip Jones of Bangor, Dr.
tons of this country.
er. Miss Margaret Buttomer. and
F R A N K IE T H O M A S In
and Mrs. Harry Pettapiece of Cam
5«-M
• • a •
“C O D E O F T H E S T R E E T S "
Tommy Carter.
with
den. Mr. and Mrs. Olenn A. Law
It was th? brilliant Daniel Web
A lice Faye, Nancy K elly rence, Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Lawrence,
ster who gave this thought: “If
Lawrence R. Cole. Mr. and Mrs.
1 . D ocs not rot dresses— d<»cs
we work upon marble, It will perish;
not irritate skin.
Lloyd Lawrence. Mr. and Mrs. ThecIf we work upon brass, time will
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This And That

ROCKPORT

AH Squared Up hr
Amerkm Hey Days!

BLACKINGTON’S

BLACKINGTON’S

EVERGREENS
YOUR LAWN

COMIQUE

Silsby’s Greenhouses

“ TAILSPIN”

2.

Be Lovely . . .
To Look At
1

. . . For Lasting B ea u ty

A

G ilbert’s Fam ous

2*

NEW DRESSES
Arriving
DAILY. . .

4.
2.

being harmless to fabrics.
15 MILLION |ars of Arrid
have been told. Try a )at today!

A R R ID

Individualized O il

S JM

PERMANENT
Easy to C are For— G ives Y o u
L asting Luxurious Curls

^*1,

PERMANENT
COMPLETE

$2.00

rC
BEAUTY
GILH►ElR]I J
SALON

375 MAIN STREET

HOd

At all atorea aelNna toilet good*

T o Close O ut
Very L ow Price

Other M achine or Machineless , DELUXE—OIL

Permanents—

A Few Cloth Coats

N o waiting to dry. Can be used
right after shaving.
Instantly stops perspiration for
1 to J days. Eem oves odor
from perspiration.
A pure w hite, greaseless, stain*
less vanishing cream.
A r r id has been a w a rd e d th e
Approval Seal o f the American
Institute o f Laundering, fo r

ROCKLAND, ME.

P I I O N E 142

Don't Forge! To Put Your Furs In
Storage
Phone 540 For Complete Service

Lucien K. Green & Son
AND

Burdell’s Dress Shop
16 SCHOOL ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Our Advertising
Columns Are
the
Merchant’s
Show W indows

efface It; if we rear temples, they
will crumble into dust; but if we
work upon immortal souls, we will
engrave upon these tables some
thing which will brighten all
eternity."
• • • a

"And what did you think of
Venice?" asked a neighbor.
"Venice? Venice? Did we go
there. Oeorge?"
George: "Don't you remember
that we stopped there, but they h*d
a flood, so we didn't leave the sta1tion?"
• • • •
During the first four months of
1939 the United States and C ana
dian manufacturers sold 1,414.776
automobiles compared with a total
of 906.475 In the corresponding
period last year.
• • • •
Doctors say that coronary artery
diseases caused 25 percent more
deaths in the first three months of
1939 than in Uie same period of
1938 and this condition will prob
ably increase until depression days
have ended.

(genuine £ / n q r a v d

S T A T IO N E R Y
Xl Ika Uwaal i
V la M n g C a rd *
100 paneled cards, choice of 4
abee a id M etylee of angravtng,
ELATE INCLUDED, o n ly . . . 11J*

W ed d in g Announcem ent*
or In v ita tio n *
On while or Ivo ry hock wed
ding a plate finish. Inetde and

oulilde envelope*, and PLATE IN
CLUDED ________________ _____

S ocial Stationery
Ip e d a l etylee for men and women.
A choioe cd lo vely colon, manograma an d etylee of engraving,
PLATE INCLUDED .........................

N O W P L A Y IN G

"LOVE AFFAIR"
with
IR E N E D U N N E
C H A RLES BOYER

*2.28. SLM * d ep.
Business Stationery
800 buatneee cards or HammenslS
Bend letterhead*, PLATE W-

CLUDED. only ------------- M X*
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Strand f .

Shows Mat. 2.00. Err R4S. t.«S
Continuous Saturday 2.15 to 10.45

P age Eight
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Earlier And Better
N ecessity F or G ood H ofne
G ardens is Stressed By
Farm Security

HITCH HIKER

June 17 W ill See D eer laleW hom Y ou W ill T ake T o Y o u r Heart W h en S h e Talks
Sedgw ick Bridge R eady
I, A Jay See of Warren, South
A b o u t H ou seh old Matters
For Travel
Hope. Union and Knox County.
Work on the Deer Isle-Sedgwick
Bridge is progressing most satisfac
torily and the Phoenix Bridge Co.
officials are confident that they will
have the structure completed b>
June 17.
The steel floor sections are all in
pla<* “nd the welding will he
pleted Friday ntjht. A temporary
8-fcot plant roadway has been built
the entire length of the bridge for
the concrete transit mixers. These
are on tlie joh and expected to begin
pouring Saturday noon. The pour
ing will start on the Deer Isle side.
After a section is poured it will be
left to harden two and cne-half days
and the operation will be shifted to
,he other sid«
lhe brld««‘
the we‘ght distributed. Two sh ifs
ar« working, from 6 a m to 6 p m
and will work Sundays when neces
sary to complete a peur.
The painting contract is about f.0
percent completed. The first coat,
about 75 percent. The final coat of
green is being applied to the main
spans. This job will be completed
abcut one week after the roadway
is dene.
The sidewalk sections will be of
plank and laid after the concrete is
done. This sidewalk will be about
20 inches wide.
Tlie approach roads to the big
bridge on Little Deer Isle received
the Anal coat of tar Tuesday, com
pleting the job which is receiving
much commendation for the work
performed by Contractor Cianchette.
The causeway to Little Deer Isle has
also been resurfaced and tarred, also
Hardy s HUI. making a smooth road
to the bridge from the main road —
Deer Isle Mesenger.
MINIATURE ROSES

There has been sent from far
away California to Mrs. Lillian 3.
Copping a rare miniature rose
plant, so small one dares not call it
a rose bush Modern rose breeders
with over 1.000 varieties of this
favorite flower at hand, keep
searching
for
disease-resisting
qualities in their garden hybrids
and have for some reason skipped
over the class of miniature roses,
possibly not realizing th a t tiny
bushes no bigger than teacups are
to be found. With perfect blos
soms about the size of the end of a
baby finger, one could easily put a
half dozen buds into a lady's
thimble.
H ie name of the rose is Rosa
Rouletti. named in honor of Colonel
Roulet who found it growing in the
Alps where the peasants tended it
carefully. Rose experts believe it to
be the lost rose, probably a member
of the Lawrenciana tribe.
This crimson colored Tom Thumb
beauty rose us being cultivated bv an
Eastern rosarian for rock gardens
and border plantings These roses
need plenty of moisture. Another
English dwarf rose is the Oakington Ruby. This variety makes
little plants 8 to 12 Inches high and
bears quantities of ruby red flowers.
These small roses will thrive wher
ever their larger kin will, and the
same exposure and soil satisfies
them but they must have plenty of
moisture.
K. 8. F.

lUl DW I I I M W

■me

and

contributors

a high rate.
p ra c tlc „

he]p

ln

m'

are asked to write on Only O n e 'thelr flocks profitable continues
side of the paper
Reed. One is hatching part of the
pullets during the period from De
cember to February, and the other
WE BUY
is the use of summer laying shelters
or barracks for housing the older
birds.

C larence E. Daniel*

JEW ELER
S7« M A IN S T .
ROCKLAND

W H Y N O T A D V E R T IS E IN
T H E C O U R IE R -G A Z E T T E

Tlie gardeners Amounts to use must be determined
rally round to by the number you a re to serve.
day with bright
O cean Spray C ra n b e rry Ginger
Relish
ideas that seem
so good to us
Two tablespoons candled ginger.
w e 'v e already 2 tablespoons orange rind. 1 can
put some of Ocean Spray cranberry sauce.
them into prac
Chcp candied ginger and cut
tice. Did you orange rind In th in strips. (Use
notice the good just the orange-colored portion of
tip
ln th e the peel)
"Gardener's As
Break the Ocean Spray Cran
sistant" column in the Ladles Home berry sauce with a fork and combine
Journal? When thinning seedlings with the ginger and orange peel.
pot up a few dozen in little pots
S traw berry H a r d Sauce
and then when those vacant
Four tablespoons Land O lakes
spaces occur later ln your border
butter. 1 cup confectioners sugar,
for one reason or another you'll
white of 1 egg. 3 o r 4 tablespoons
have a flock of little plants to HU
strawberry pulp, (finely mashed),
them? Do you mourn over seed
3 or 4 drops almond extract.
lings yoi^ have to throw away too?
Cream butter well and add sifted
Eva Betterley in Melrose, Conn..
confectioners sugar. Then add the
wonders why some of us can't part
beaten white of egg and the straw
with attic treasures, letters, clip
berry pulp. As much of the crushed
pings and odds and ends of ac
fruit as you like m ay be added, up
cumulated possessions and other
to the point where th e acid of the
women can march through the
fru it begins to cause the fat to sepa
house and toss out all but non-es
rate. Add flavoring, mix carefully
sentials without a qualm. Why do
and chill well Serve on hot cot
you suppose that is? Being an in
tage pudding
curable border and appalled by the
MENU
accumulation we're wondering if
B reak fo a l
there's a psychological reason
Chilled Welch's Orape Juice
The same lady suggests the gar
Oatmeal
dens have a special place for "run
ny" plants, things like Dusty miller, Popovers with Creamed Dried Beef
Toast
mint and bugle. If you have a tiny
Coffee
garden, had you thought of planting
mint or bergamont or the other
L u n ch
"spready" plants in bottomless kegs
Vegetable Chowder
set deep ln the earth?
lettuce Sandwiches
Getting blisters?" asks Eva Bet
Cottage Pudding with
terley. Put ioduie on them quickly,
•Strawberry H a r d Sauce
or If certain spots blister every year
Tetley Tea
put iodine on before blisters start
Dinner
It toughens the skin, and slows
•Yorkshire Pudding with
them up.
D.erfoot Sausage
Have you remembered to gather
Summer Squash
up coffee cans and quart Mason
Slivered W hite Onions
jars for sn ail woolens like socks,
•Ocean Spray Cranberry
mittens, caps, etc? Seal the cans
Oinger Relish
with adhesive and mark contents
•Dora Morrill's Oreen 8alad
on paper labels; the moths are
Rhubarb Tarts
foiled If woolens are put away clean
Coffee
and well-aired.
All the gardeners are reminding
us again about the little rubber
kneeling mats to be had In the five
and ten cent stores Or make your ( Rockland't 2 4 D ealers Came
self a gardening apron of oil cloth
Home F r o m It V ery
with big pockets for stakes, pack
Enthusiastic
ages of seeds, twine, e tc . and a
kneeling cushion to match Do you
Twenty-four Amoco dealers from
know about dipping wooden plant
Rockland attended the Amoco Fair
labels in paraffin to make them
ln Portland Wednesday.
water proof? Do you know about
The chief purpose of the meeting
scraping your nails across a bar of
was to g.ve Amoco dealers a review
white soap to keep from getting
of Amoco's spring and summer sales
too much of Mother Earth under
and advertising plans. The dealers
them while digging If you can t
from Rockland were very enthusias
abide garden gloves?
tic In their praise of the meeting
What's your pet garden discov
and of the outlook of business for
ery? Tell us and we ll share it with
them as a result of the meeting.
the rest of the gardening sister
In addition to learning from mov
hood.
ing pictures how Amoco products
Yorkshire Pudding with Sauce
are made and refined, the dealers
Place 12 Deerfoot Sausage ln the also teamed about the sales plans
bottom of a baking dish. Mix ■% for 1939 One of the principal
cup flour. 1 teaspoon baking pow speakers st the Portland meeting
der. H teaspoon salt. Add 1 beaten was R. H Tyler, Division Manager.
egg and 1 cup milk. Beat well and
The 24 Rockland dealers talked
pour over Deerfoot sausage Bake with several of the leading execu
at 400 degrees for 15 minutes, re  tives ol the American Oil Company.
duce heat to 350 and bake 30 min As a result of these discussions all
utes.
are sure that their business will be

The Amoco Fair

Spinach, lettuce, scallions, celery
Roll spinach in lettuce leaves,
also tops of scallions, make a folded
tight roll, use sharp knife and slice
as fine as possible Cut celery and
body of scallions very fine, put all
together and toss lightly with two
wooden forks, chill. 15 minutes
before serving
marinate with
French dressing. Can be served in
salad bowl or ln individual servings.
Use strips of pimento, ball of cream
or cottage cheese, and paprika
green peppers, and Cain's Mastermlxt Mayonnaise as a garnish.

increasing more rapidly than ever
before.
American Oil Company, whose
products these men handle does
business in 19 states The most fa
mous of the Amoco products Is
Amoco-gas the world's original spe
cial motor fuel. Amoco Motor Oil.
Orange American Oas and PennAmo Motor Oil are other wellknown products of the American
Oil Company.
The Rockland
Amoco dealers, of course, handle all
ol these products.
Read The Courler-Qazette
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THE COURIER“GAZETTE
Is Local A g e n t For
T H E M E SSE N G E R LIN E
O f Selling P rom otion N eeds
C A L E N D A R S — A rt, H an ger, Jumbo, D e sk , Businet* ( 1 2 sh eets), D e sk , Memo, S y ste m
N O V E L T IE S— A d v ertisin g Fans, B r id g e Score

V E R N O N DUKE,

' A

BROADCAST BY MARJORIE MILLS

J.HWxxlruff. of
New Y o rk, h a «

p F R 5 o n A U T iE 5 in n iu 5 |r

(Monday, Wednesday. Thursday and Friday at 1.30 p. m over Stations
WNAC, Boston: WTAO, Worcester; WCSH. Portland: WTIC, Hartford;
WICC Bridgeport; WEAN, Providence; and WLBZ, Bangor).

G reen Salad

red cross is
longer- better

Correspondents

A MAID CALLED MILLS

A. Jay See

Maine in general, do represent to
the officers and members of Nature
Crank Club, that I wish to be en
rolled as at least an associate, if
not an active member of said or
ganization (preferably exempt from
dues).
I feel qualified, as I have seen
quite a lot of the most beautiful
"Benjamin Franklin ” It Is a labor ties.
of love, and the great American ' Emphasis upon the growing of State in the Union, I need not name
... ,
v, . abundant and well-diversified gar- this State. I have seen its highest
comes to life in a biography to ,
,
, 8
den crops in order to supply the
which tiie author has devoted off famUy [able wUh a ..,ong season„ elevation. Mt. Katahdln and have
seen the bottom of its deepest lime
and on fully 20 years I t is dra- Of fresh vegetables and fruits, with quarries which will probably never
inatic. witty and revealing; a big enough produce left over to can be seen again by any person now
book but worth the time it takes to and store for the winter months. living.
rca(j ft
Iis fundamental to the “live at home • As I am now an aged man. 64
• • • •
Jprogram of farm families receiving this week, my step is shortening and
Containing approximately 1400 EB.A. rehabilitation loans,
in the snappy expressive vernacular
questions and answers this f irs t' "Every seed planted in the homo of the present life “I am slipping."
qu.z book on food and drink, "The Sarden, by helping to reduce expen- But due to this slowing up I am
Wining and Dining Quiz." by Cora, dhures for the family table, repre-I now ^ ginnlng to use my eyes to a
Rose and Bob Brown (Appleton- sents a saving in the cash income. ,utt[e
advantage as I now
Century) provides sparkling enter- Mrs Worthing stated. ’This sav- must hold my gaze below the roofs
lainment and Is a comprehensive i°8 often releases hundreds of dol- j and mountain tops, more on the
modern compendium of everything lars of a fatnl’y s income annually ground u I shamble along the
pertaining to the pleasures of th ; for other farm needs But the fl- highway hoping igeneraly not in
gastronome. The quiz groups are nancial consideration is not the vajn) jor a friend to bring his car
so arranged as to follow generally on,y one involved in this garden w a slop and open the door. I
the sequence of courses through an program; besides keeping food pur- take
opportunity to give each
elaborate meal It is the book that chases at a minimum, an ample and au of tbe many, many, such
quiz-lovers and information seekers ®“PP»y ° f home-grown produce friends who have _____
thus assisted me,
welcome and furnishes sprightly Plal' ned with reference to correct a rising vow of thanks
table talk
idiet needs, helps to rehabilitate a
m b (Chinese for take notice):
|
it nnc n( 1 freduently in the future may make
Just off the press this month comically. We consider
use of the highways. While on
(Macmillan)
a new
revised
assets' of Farm Selion
of “Oolf:
Its and
Rules
and ediDe- iI their
The greatest
primary purpose
* Blk.S p*Thaps aboul
visions." by Richard C. Francis.
.curity's rehabilitation program is . h
M ° U ° eac 10 traveled
--------to make the borrowers self-reliant' * X
“ n° Uce a lot ot
"Captain Horatio Homblower is and independent through education nnrt .
‘ng uman Flowers
not only the choice of The Book-of- 85 wel1 as financial backing. Mrs ,h .
* ° n greens m thelr season
the-Month Club in this country. Worthing pointed out. The role of
J 1
eaVM ln spring and
but it 4s also the choice of The Jthe Home Management Supervisor i niIP
. U, ,aU UDln
after
Book Society ln England and has
th* development of this program \ nlri.„r ...
i’um*ner- the "dead
won for the author the award of is to assist the homemaker in draw'
r 411 whiskey conthe Janies Talt Black Memorial lag up her home management plans
emPt> ciBArette boxes
Prize for literature—a triple event to give advice on better family lit- ,AV„rc 'nute reniu‘ <rs 1x5 the true
which is unprecedented. Publish- hig, and to demonstrate how the
nature 1 at life is fleet. . -------... -----i«6 and we must endeavor to ap
ing date was April M Little Brown Iarm
best feed the family In predate all the wonderful gifts
A Company
i the process of achievin« a well- Mother Nature and this marvelous
• • • •
balanced diet a t low cost, from gar- era nave bestowed upon us.
Dorothy Canfield is already al ie n in g and poultry raising, to the
_ I can
_____________
But, truly,
see beauties in
work planning a book on her native canning and storing of food for
plants, trees, animals, fish, in
s ta te of Vermont whicH Little, winter needs, it is the duty of the
an(j even y^e common rocks
Brown & Company will add to the Home Management Supervisor to sometimes even a rock on closer
series made popular by the publica-he guide and counsel.
than flret inspection shows true
tion of "Cape Cod Yesterdays" by • s h « assists each family in plan- beauties unknown to the average
Joseph C. Lincoln and "Trending nln&and laying out the family person of mature years And the
Into Maine" by Kenneth Roberts Sarden Soil preparation, the size
experiences I have had In
Dcrothy Canfield's volume will in- of lh* Plot ^'Pe® of
and ferpast even
^ 1 ^ roc^ varla.
elude a number of colorful Ulustra- 1tilizers. the proper spacing, diver- tjons ^ave lruiy at t;m€s surprised
lions by N C Wyeth, who is plan- 's t a t i o n and care of kitchen crops
me I have some truly fine fossil
ning a visit shortly to the author are a» considered carefully Family specimens found right here in
to discuss tlie various scenes which preferences and maximum require Knox County, and have given some
ments for its year-round diet are
he will select.
nearly if not quite as fine to others,
.also taken into account.
including Curator Norman W LerEach family enefcavors to produce
In the town of Amherst, Mass.,
mond's Knox Academy and the Uni
lives Martha Dickinson Bianchi. as much of the home vegetable versity of Maine receiving from the
niece and heir of the poet, Emily supply as possible In the house- then Dean of the University a let
Dickinson. Almost any nice day in holds of some FB.A. borrowers,!ter attributing the specimen sent
the late spring or summer Madame sugar, flour, coffee, tea. salt and them and others of similar nature,
Bianchi. costumed with a cane, j spices are practically the only foods
to the glacial drift period* which
slender tall and erect, may be seen purchased. By following early and , estimated to be 100.000,OCC to 150.sw.nging along in quest of fresh air quick-growing crops with other qqqqoq years ag0
letter a^0
and exercise. Her wit is acintil-, plantings on the same ground as sUUs thgt
the viclnity of Parlin
lating. her comments on people and soon »® the first are harvested the
much q( the
showing
events rapier-sharp, her genius as Hesh vegetable season is made to fogsU sheJJ prints
gUU commonIy
a raconteur great. Constant as- last as lon8 as Possible, while the found several years ago I found
rociation with the poetry and let- garden plan also allows an adequate; # lQt
u pear
Moxie and
ters of Emily Dickinson has given surplus for canning and storing.
oould any d#y ewUy locate gheeU
her such command over the con- i Mrs Worthing pointed out that a Q{ R rjght at the road£|de there
tent of both, that conversation is notable increase ln the amount uf blocks showjng hundreds of perfect
at times intersperaed with exactly food ^produced J o r home consump-, sheU | mpr|nU w the
foot of
apt quotations___ Madame Bianchi, “ on has been revealed by a recently surface.
like the rest of the Dickinsons, has completed nationwide survey covMr. Lermond can show an extra
been intrenched against the world eruiB nearly 250.000 of the families fine specimen which I found at
of fact-gatherers. But her doors being rehabilitated by the Farm home in my sheep pasture I also
have been open to the lovers of Security Administration.
Since know of a specimen in the cap stone
Emily Dickinson s poetry. T hat these families became FB.A. clients, of a road culvert ln East Union—
original small group of admirers of they have tripled their production not many shell prints but one im
those first gray editions of Emily s ' of food for home consumption, she print in circular form about an
poetry has now grown into a great stated.
inch ln diameter which shows ap
host, spread literally aU over the!
c»«nta ln Hancock, Knox parently claw marks of some animal
world, embracing all nations and at»d Waldo Counties are making an or perhaps bird.
religions.
(effort to plant earlier and better
In my boyhood days ln Rockland
Madame Bianchi in her own right Sardens than ever this spring." Mrs. Bill Lufkin and I spent many happy
Is a poet Since 1899 ten books, Worthing said. “They have learned
hours at the various quarries and
have come from her pen most of through experience what a year- found many specimens of crystals
tliem poetry.
"The Wandering round diet of home-grown vegeta- around the refuse rock dumps a
Eros" was the last to appear. In bles means to the family purse, to few perhaps rare now, as they wert
addition to the difficulties of de say nothing of its better health and probably (I don't claim to know)
ciphering and arranging chrono general well being.”
from the surface beginnings of the
logically Emily Dickinson’s m anu
quarrying operations at various
BETTER EGO PRICES
scripts (she Used tlgree distinct
points, perhaps in pockets.
kinds of penmanship or pencllshlp
Those were the good old days
Will Reach Peak During Summer
during tier life). Madame Bianchi
when
our steps were surer than now
and Fall Says Poultry Specialhas lectured all over the East. She
and we frequently did some climb
kt
|
|
spends her winters abroad, usually
ing stunts that would remind one
in England and Italy, and comes to Egg prices will begin their rise of a “human fly." Ask Bill, he re
Amherst every April, to “The Ever soon, and will be highest from July members.
greens," her old home, for the sum to November. This is not a pre
A Jay See
mer. Emily Dickinson's house is diction it is a certainty: it happens Union. May 18.
next door and the path Is still every year, declares Frank D. Reed
visible across which Enjlly would extension poultry specialist of the C O U R IE R -G A Z E T T E W A N T ADS
fl t (not walk) to see her brother, University of Maine.
W ORK W ONDERS
Austin, her sister Lavinla, and be But for all that, says Reed. It will
loved "Sister Bue." Madame Bian- be a lean time for many poultrychi's mother. The hurricane of men because their pullets are not
September, 1938. caused- rack and old enough to lay arid because their
ruin on the estate. 6ixty-four flock
laying hens is too small,
huge trees were uprooUd by the
wlll find these
terriffle wind, and it took ten men summer and fa„ monthg the mQSt
weeks to clear the place of debris profltable of the year
they
- F r o m article in Nancy Burncoafs have large numbers of ,aying birds
Letter in the Worcester Telegram jand kwp them producing eggs flt
This is the season when family
gardens are receiving special a t
tention from borrowers of the Farm
Security Administration, according
| to Mrs. Harriet C. Worthing, home
One of the really worth-whhe management supervisor of the F S A.
books to read is Carl Van Doren's j in Hancock. Knox and Waldo Coun-

Nearing Completion

'Every-Other-Day

a a c a j.

D u a l P er to n a lity m M u s ic

HEN Vladimir Dukelaky. Rus he ranged through Europe earning
sian-American composer of sym a haphazard living as a pianist. Hit
phonies. ballets and other types first
of American visit ln 1922. brought
music In the larger forms, develops a variety of employment. Including
au appetite for caviar, he consulti piano playing In a burlesque thea
Vernon Duke, popular songwriter, tre and writing music for a magi
confldent of a friendly hearing. For cian’s act. Back in Europe In 1924,
Dukelaky and Duke are the same he w rote aucceastul ballets for
person' One wrltea for Carnegie Dlaglleff, famous Impresario ot the
Hall and glory; the other writes Russian ballst,- and then began
w riting popular music for the Loufor Tin Pan Alley and cash.
Duke's compositions, under h it don stage. Ha returned to America
Amerlcau name and his Russian ln 1929. worked In a motion picture
designation, constitute Important studio In Long Island, and began
Hats In the records of the American writing for the New York stage.
Society of Composers. Authors and The laat Gerrlck G aieties show.
Publishers, for Duke's becoming an 1930, Included four of h is songs
American citizen m ade him eligible Then h e wrote for “Three's a
"Americana." "Thumbs
to Ita membership Here he rubs Crowd."
elbowa with creators o f all kinds of Up.** and "The Show la On.”
Meanwhile Vladimir Dukelaky,
successful music, from symphony to
swing, who. like Duke, use the subsidised by his alter ego. was
Society's machinery to protect their giving expression to b is artistic
performing rights from unlicensed aspirations lu two symphonies, a
piano concerto; the oratorio, "The
public performance for proflt
.Performances of symphonic works End o t 8t Petersburg"; ballets,
usually are costly, not profltable. tu su ites for plsiiu. quartets and other
the composer. Duke meets such works quite apart from the music
situations with Income from bis of Vernon Duke
popular music Vladimir Dukelsky's
S lender, tall, dark haired, of dis
expenses In connection with the tinguished mien. Duke speaks Rus
Boston Symphony Orchestra's per sian. French. German and English.
formances of his widely acclaimed He rails at Wagnerians. tak es Bee
“Dedlcaces" In Boston and New thoven In homeopathic doses. His
York during the recent holiday sea favorites are. among the modern
son were met by Vernon Duke's ists. Stravinsky. Prokofleff a id
proflt from such songs as. "April In Hindemith, and among the classi
Paris," “This Is Romance,” "I Can’t cists, Bach. Mozart and Debussy.
Get Started,'* “What Is There To Often he works well Into the night
8ayT". "I Like The Likes of You." hi h is studio, near h is midtown
and many othera
apartment In New York City. A
Duke was born Vladimir Dukel- water enthusiast, he is fond of out
aky at Pskoff. R ussia, October 10. door recreations and usually spends
1905. A child prodigy In music, he long weekends In the country. Here
w as educated at K iev Conservatory he g ets Inspiration for h is dual
H it family left R ussia In 1120. and m usical personality.
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WHERE YOU CAN BUY

THE COURIER GAZETTE
Tuesday. Thursday. Saturday At Noon
IN R O C K L A N D

A

Naum
A d a m s,
Chisholm's,
H uston-T uttle Book Store,
A . H. R o b in so n ’s,
Jack G reen’s,
Isaac B. S im m o n s’,
Carver’s B o o k Store,
Charles T ib b e tts’,
C. M. H aven er,
George W . H em enw ay,
Kennedy’s,
Murray’s M arket,
P. L H a v en er’s,
Jake S m alley,
Econom y’s,
W. E. G raves,

2 2 2 South M ain S t
438 M ain St.
404 M ain St.
272 M ain S t
246 M ain St.
724 M ain St.
304 M ain S t
288 M ain St.
Rankin B lock
10 Lim erock St.
548 M ain S t
102 B roadw ay
4 6 8 M ain St.
17 W illo w St.
9 Park St.
Maverick Square

IN N E IG H B O R IN G TO W N S
S. W. H a stin g s,
A . J. D on ald son ,
Mr*. E. M . L udw ig,
Cogan D ru g Store,
W . E. C arroll,
A B. V in a l,
Harold F o sse tt,
Flora B au m ,
A . B. B orgerson,
Mrs. Bert A ndrew s,
L H. E w ell,
H. A. B arrow s,
C. W . Stockbridge,
D. J. N o y e s,
Ernest R a w le y ,
Alfred K en n e y ,
Mrs. Enid L . M onaghan,
Mrs. Carrie A . Geyer,
Mrs. L illian Stevens,
Fred L u d w ig,
Shaw B o o k Store,
Brown & Sprow l,

C am den
T h om aston
W aldoboro
W arren
R ockport
V inal H aven
U n ion
South T h om aston
O w l’s H ead
W est R ockport
R ock ville
G len C ove
A tlan tic
S to n in g to n
Tenant’s Harbor
S t. G eorge
P ort C lyde
South C ushing
Pleasant P oint
W ash in gton
Bath
A p p leto n

Pads, K itchen R em in ders, A d vertising Pencils
( w o o d ) , and Bullet, M echanical A d v ertisin g Pen

Inexpensive too!
REGULAR SIZE 5c
ECONOMY SIZE 10c
also our famous
ELBOW MACARONI
at the same prices

cils, M etal A dvertising N ovelties, A d vertisin g Key
Containers, Z ip Lighters, Etc.
George W. Dyer of Camden, our representative for the Mes
senger Corp., will call at your convenience w ith a largo and
varied Une to select from.
For Further Particulars Telephone or W rite to
The Courier-Gazette

QUICK RETURNS
If you w a n t to turn your old
Car into M oney, R eni that Spare
Room, or S ell the Plano—Just
phone 770—Ask tor The Classified
Ad D epartm ent and we’ll do the
rest.
T E L . 770

